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THE FEDERAL CAPITAL TERRITORY 
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT AND 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY (FEEDS) 

DRAFT 2 

This is the preliminary draft (working document) for comments and 
suggestions only. It is expected that after the FCF wide coilsultations 
and debates on the draft document, it will be substantiaily revised as 
comments and contributions are received from stakeholderr and 
Government officials. The document will also be subjected to in depth 
editorial work. 
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FOREWORD 

A Living Document 

The Federal Capital Territory Economic Empowerment and Development 
Strategy (FEEDS) is devoted to identifying fundamental problems of 
development, analysing what needs to be done, and offering concrete 
proposals on how to accelerate progress. This understanding has informed our 
vision, which is to create a first class capital territory with effective service 
delivery comparable to the best in the world. Our mission is to build and 
administer a federal capital territory in strict compliance with the original plan 
through the establishment of an effective, and enduring service oriented 
Administration that can respond to the needs of all residents and other 
stakeholders. Our values are informed by: 

Dedication to  duty 
Integrity measured in quality service and Consumer protection 
Transparency and respect for due process, through accountability and 
democratisation of information 
Equal opportunity regardless of gender, age, religion, physical state, 
marital status or ethnic affiliation. 
Commitment to highest ethical standards and professionalism 
Participation as a core principle in decision-making: This is 
operationalised by ensuring voice, consultation, dialogue and ownership. 

Nigeria is a member of the United Nations system and a member of the Breton 
Woods Institutions i.e. the World Bank. IMF and the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO). The United Nations increasingly defines development from the 
standpoint of humanity- the wet1 being of the poor and especially the poorest 
of the poor. There is by implication. greater concern with increased social 
sector development at par, with economic sector development. This demands 
greater governmental responsibility in terms of priorities and also increased 
spending. On the other hand, there are the challenges posed by neo Liberalism- 
Government's responsibility is defined as limited to providing only the enabling 
conditions for commerce to thrive'. This may have the effect of polarizing 
ciasses by making the pow, poorer and the rich, richer with social categories# 
such as women, aiidren. the eldledy, persons living rvith disabilities and even 
the most virjie sector of our tabour force, the yrwsth, suffering m. We 
beljeve that despite this poiicy environment tdaough, thwe is room to strike a 
balance between prdcang people r e s p r t ~ i ~ e  policies and increased private 
sector part?capatim through the strengtbaerPing of a tnad of p&m%shipr: 
government, prrvate sector (formal and informal sector) and civil society. The 
Federal Capita! Terratory Ecrsmomk Empowerment and Development Strategy 
(FEEDS), recognises these p r t n ~ ~ s h i p r  in  a muLuaUy symbiotic snannw, whda 
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is  practicable, and which zives voice to people's aspirations, thereby 
guaranteeing the rights of all stakeholders. FEEDS, also matches resources to 
policy thrust over mid - term periods of 3 years as well as rolling plans. This has 
hardly been a feature of any national planning tool before now. 

Perhaps more important is the fact that NEEDSIFEEDS offers us hope, the 
guarantee that together we can create a living document; this we can do, by 
taking a keen interest in ensuring that governance represents negotiated 
aspiration, policy thrusts are carried out as agreed, that resources are 
allocated according to the appropriation act and information is democratised. 
We owe it a duty to our children, our nation and ourselves to strengthen the 
demand side of governance, by utilising and sustaining the window of 
opportunity FEEDS creates. 

We would like to thank those who made time to read, comment and critique 
the REDS through the processes of consultation; dialogues with civil society, 
community based organisations, occupational groups, staff of the Federal 
Capital Territory Administration, organized private sector and donor 
roundtable. The fact that they communicated their concerns to us is a true 
reflection of their friendship. We must remember that FEEDS is only a means 
to an end and there is work to be done in ensuring that it is implemented 
appropriately. We intend to guarantee this through the development of a 
flexible document, which is responsive to budget discipline and an wtput- 
measured approach that is open to review and contributions by all 
stakeholders. 

While the Administration is determined to fulfil its obligations, we expect the 
public in return to give us constant feedback and to utilize the services 
rendered with care and diligence in the interest of the general good. 

Nadr Ahmad el- Rufa'i, OFR, 
Minister, Federal Capital Territory and Chairman, Federal Capital 
Development Authority 
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Executive Summary 
This policy document outlines the policy programs that the FCT Administration 
intends to carryout to accomplish its vision and mission of reducing poverty and 
bringing development to the FCT. It begins by introducing the FCT and 
presents a 'Situation Analysis' of its strategic position - the 'where we are' - of 
FCT now. It also outlines the strategic policy areas and the initiatives that 
Government intends to pursue to advance the collective interest of the peopte 
of the FCT. The policies are well grounded in the Federal Government's NEEDS 
Initiative - Wealth creation, employment generation, poverty reduction, and 
value re-orientation. FEEDS represents the FCTA's initiative for meeting the 
Millennium Development Goals, which are: 

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger 

Achieve universal primary education 

Promote gender equality and empower women 

Reduce child mortality 

Improve Maternal Health 

Combat HIVIAIDS, Malaria and other diseases 

Ensure environmental sustainability 

Develop a global partnership 

The policies are articulated in Social and Economic Sectors. There are also 
pdicies on Government Reforms and Policy Sustainability. In the Social Sector, 
the major policy arrears are Education, Health, Housing, the Environment and 
Social Welfare. The main concern of Government under education is to 
improve enrolment, access and examination pan rate. Government is a h  
keen to sustain and improve literacy rate in the FCT. A number of strategies 
have been put in phce to achieve this, which includes rehabilitation of 
ciassrooms, hi tding additional ciassfooms, provision of furniture, library and 
teaching aids. Government have also considered building girts only sch& to 
raa~nirnize gender disparity. Other efforts include the possibility of providing 
lunch and uniforms free in seiected p n m q  xhools. 

Unoer Health, Guvernrnent is docuslng on reducarq mfant, &lid and maternal 
rnortallty rates. Government have a h  wnsadered the danp gf HIVdAIM d 
have artlcwlated polmes to contain it as w d  as asstst &e llrnnq wa& 
HIVIAIBX. The maan p d ~ c y  here is promnslon of AYR drugs, public enllghteranmt 
and Lraming. 
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Government i s  also concerned about the housing needs of people in the FCT 
especially given the population explosion of FCC in the last several years. 
Government have designed policies to build a certain number of housing units 
annually and to provide plots of land to individuals for building houses. 
Government intends to strengthen environmental protection through improved 
public sanitation, reiuse collection and improved management of gardens and 
parks in the FCC. Government also intends to minimize traffic hold-ups in 
some notorious areas as well as control rampant, indiscriminate and irregular 
parking of vehicles. Social Welfare is a major concern of the FCTA. Policies 
have accordingly been developed to cater for the disabled, prompt payment of 
pensioners and the general improvement of the welfare of the less privilege. 

The document also articulates and explains the policies for the Economic 
Sector. Topics in this section address the twin problems of poverty eradication 
and economic development through empowerment and participation. Hence 
its focus: Revenue Generation, Agriculture and Food Security, Rural Access and 
Mobility, and Employment Generation. Targets and funding estimates have 
been presented for each sector and a brief action plan for each has been 
provided (in the appendix). 

Government wil l  harmonize its revenue generation efforts by seeking 
legislation from the National Assembly for the establishment of the FCT Board 
of Internal Revenue. This is expected to boost revenue by many folds and the 
revenue so derived will be used to fund up to 35% of FCT's recurrent 
expenditure. In agriculture, Government intends to raise the level of 
participation of youth and women group in farming and livestock activities 
thereby providing employment for them and raising their per-capita income. 
Government policy initiatives here include the provision of land, fertilizer and 
other inputs wsh as tractor services, insecticides etc. 

Government ~ntends to iinprove access to and from rural areas as wel( as 
Improve mobality behveen the FCC and its satellite towns. This policy entails 
h l ldmg and upgrading roads to open and (ink up towns and villages for 
lrnproved social and economic activities. This is also expected to spread 
development and ease the population pressure within the FCC. 

The document has outlined Government poircy lnatlat~ve for hpioyment 
Generat~m. The task is to  provide an enabhng environment for lndlvidual and 
the pnvabe sector to drwe economic development. P o i q  anitlatwes centre m 
tne deveiopment of Abuja Enkrpnse Agency, A b ~ j a  Technotog Vliiage and 
Aiternat~ve %use of Energy. The AEA i s  maaniy concerned wrtb provam of 
caplia!, advrwry and Waanrng swylces to mdmduak who have a cornmeccaally 
iiabie lea.  Ultamateiy, the AC4 hopes to dweiop the pmate sector by helpmq 
inoluiduats and organzmtxuas to mafage the h n s ~ t l o n  from de-propnetmship 
lc indu~lriaileatlon. 

The A N ,  on  he oLhev hand, is moddked after S3l~m Valley - it is expected to 
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be a 'park', a giant facility and a hub for technology and computer experts to 
develop and write software, win outsourcing contracts from overseas and 
possibly assemble computers. Government intends to make budgetary 
allocation annually to these policies until they bear fruits. In this regard, 
Government also intends to collaborate with several other bodies and agencies 
to achieve its vision. 

On alternative sources of energy, FCTA will seek to persuade the Federal 
Government to supply gas to the FCC. 

Further, the document presents FCTA's reform initiatives. This affects Land 
Administration, Right-sizing of the Public Service, Accountability and 
Transparency. Under Land Administration, Government have computerized the 
system to eliminate multiple allocation and generally minimize corruption in 
the system and to improve senrice delivery - faster processing of land 
application and processing of title documents. Government is also keen to 
reclaim the Abuja Master Plan. It seeks to achieve at least 80% conformity to 
the plan, which Government hopes to accomplish through a number of 
strategies such as reclaiming land intended as public parks and removal of 
illegal settlements/structures within the FCC. 

In right-sizing, FCTA intends to have a competent, relevant and productive 
workforce while at the same time arranging and delivering humane, attractive 
and responsive retirement scheme for its staff. The policy thus have provided 
for prompt payment of entitlements to affected staff, pre-retirement training 
on self-reliance (for those going into private business) and collaboration with 
the AEA to provide assistance for retirees. 

Accountability and Transparency are the hallmark of the FCTA since 2003. 
They are important principles that guide conduct and implementation of the 
strategies derived in this document. FCTA has gone beyond hype to concretise 
and indeed ingrain accountability, transparency and ethics in all its affairs. 
This has culminated into partnering with the Convention on Business integrity 
(CBi), conducting regular staff audit and monitoring budget performance and 
publishing the result. 

F~naliy, the document outlines how the p11q lnataatrves could be sustained. It 
art~utatps Sustaanabji~ty Strategies to address the major problems of fa~lure in 
piannlng and strategy - tJw inabri~ty to define in clear terms how strategtes wll 
w wsta~ned. This problem is adequatdy covered under i m p i m t i n g  mDS, 
Funaaq FEEDS, The PfV Inltm.aarwe, inutr tutmt Stakeholder Ownership and 
ftlonlbonng and Evaluatmn. 

unoer impiementang FEEDS, Government masages 'imtnng' mM within the 
ex1st:ng structure but chargag a sp@cnFi organ of Government for its 
impnplemfmtat~~ffl, mnatmng a d  ~atnt.r~i.  This organ wiii report directly to tk 
n~noura~ie  MlnarLer. Fund&% E E L 6  xhkafi les  the vanws w c e s  of fweds 
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available to FCTA including grants, budgetary allocation, Development 
Partner's contribution, counterpart funding, contributions from NGOs and Area 
Councils and donations from and participation of the private sector. In the PPP 
initiative Government outlines how the Private Sector is ex~ected to 
participate and facilitate industrialization within the FCT. ~etai ls  of the 
partnership and areas of participation and how Government will facilitate 
development are stated. 

In line with democratic principles and openness Government intends to imbibe 
the culture of Institutional Stakeholder Ownership. This is intended to provide 
opportunity for a quarterly FEEDS interface meeting to review performance, 
publication and dissemination of prior information etc. It i s  a forum where 
Government intends to receive feedback on FEEDS implementation from 
stakeholders. The information so collected will be the basis for monitoring and 
evaluation. 
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Chapter 1 
The \!ision of Abuja 

Introduction 
The land identified as the Federal Capital Territory is located in the centre of 
Nigeria. It covers an area of 8000 square kilometres, with the Federal Capital 
City Abuja having 250 square kilometres. It is  bounded in the North by Kaduna 
State, on the West by Niger State, on the East and South by Nassarawa and K e i  
states respectivet Geographically, the FCT lies within latitude North 
and Longitude &!I1 East. The area experiences two seasons: The dry, 
harmattan season which spans from November to April and the rainy season 
from April to November each year.2 (See table on page 16) 

The scenic splendour of Abuja characterised by an avalanche of low hills, 
mountains, transverse shallow valleys, deep green vegetation, rich topography 
and a friendly weather is a tourist haven awaiting exploration. With the 
presence of an international Airport and world standard first class hotels, 
Abuja, Nigeria's Centre of Unity, has today become the preferred conference 
venue of the West African sub-region, and the melting pot of Nigeria's political 
and social development. These attributes, together with the hospitality and 
industry of residents have attracted many visitors to the city of Abuja. 

Apart from some of the natural endowments of Abuja, cultural artefacts of the 
original Gbagyi inhabitants, as well as human-made structures, those who come 
to Abuja have a variety of activities at their disposal to make their stay 
worthwhile. These include wildlife, mountaineering, boating, pottery and 
contemporary art works and other exquisite landmarks, which dot Abuja. 

The presence of the cream of Nigerian society, international development 
workers, diplomats, top corporate executives, and government functionaries 
coupled with a vigorous reform agenda of the present administration to provide 
security makes Abuja a potential captive market for investment in real estate, 
reueal i~i~i i ;  parks and mining. 

More than 70% of the land is rural. The FCT is wbdnnded mto 6 Area Cow ls .  
Abagi, &up Mnwr~pat, Bwari. Gwagwalada, Xuje and Kwali. The urban areas 
are an the federal Capital City (FCC] namely, M, Maltma, Wuse, Asokoro* 
Gwaranpa a d  GudY d~rtnctr. 0- urban areas are the tocat government a 
Area COL1Mi headquarters. W b l e  satdate tnwm inciude Xuha, Nyanya, 
Karu, Karshj, Karm, Lugbe and tdu. 0tha-s are Gwagwa, Jwa ad J#kwo).i in 
the Munzcapal Area Councjl. remote vdiages near the at-y are begzrpnrrag to 
grow, Alke Kucn~goro and Aleyata an &uja Mumapal Area Eowatfi. 
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Abuja was envisioned as the political capital and geographical heartland of 
Nigeria. It is equidistant from all parts of the country. Abuja i s  a symbol of 
Nigeria's unity and a reaffirmation of her enduring vision of dynamism and 
prosperous development. It was created by the Murtala-Obasanjo 
Administration and designated the Federa\ Capital Territory in 1976. Abuja has 
since become home to Nigerians from all walks of life including those who are 
the original inhabitants. Abuja was intended as an inclusive city for all 
Nigerians with no indigenelsettler dichotomy. All are considered to be 
residents of FCT. 

Literacy trend in the FCT indicate gr~wth in the number of literate people in 
the area. According to the 1991 National Population Census, about 56.4% of 
the population aged 6 years and above were literate. Life expectancy in the 
FCT area is adjudged low with an average of 52 years3 for both male and 
female. Residents of FCT have access to health care services within 40 minutes 
walking distance on the average; these health care centres however offer 
varying levels of services). About 60% of FCT residents have access to clean 
water defined as borehole and pipe borne water. However, as we shall see in 
the body of the report, access to portable water supply through public pipes i s  
low at about 35% mainly due to population explosion in the FCT. 

Population and Cultural background: 
The initial vision for Abuja as the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) was for an 
optimal population of about 3 million people after completion of a five - phase 
development plan. The estimated population of the city in 1998 alone was 3 
million when the first phase of development was not even completed. Today 
(2005) that figure has more than doubled to an estimated population of 6.7 
million, with an annual growth rate of 13& wen though only two phases have 
been developed. 5. According to the 1991 census, women formed 44.8% of the 
population, with the male population put at 55.& of the estimated 6.7 miltion 
poplrtati~n of the FCT, 50% are school age children7. 

i lgme 1% devii'd edmm ? d m d  l'opalauoa Counmi%rion's rr- bogaph ic  m r y s  wd studies 
~onducted b~ lfic pllvale 50dOr imd ll&i k d  QlgMm TbC dd ppphQI3 CL?nWr of 1991 fl 
Ihe p,pullunon ai FCY a 378.674. Thc dqmm~ad of PlamurK: R-& 4 m B c s  diid NPC 
pl~,dz%D~ J T ~  &C COIWuh l o f a  a$'& 2WUd gal& rgle (af 4% 8 0  &C 91 f w C  d 1 . h  @ 
ivPg in s wparate uorcibe. &be lands dejxnmm o i k  K D A  M a p a p u ~ o m  firs hf4S dfim 
jliiiz.ng ht w m r  oi of iand dlocatcud as u,cll a, si&c of k i d  do/rlopod WECS B d 2 o i h  
.it?, JUJU, ijixfrs an 3Ls OM T I V P ~ .  ulalumg betnllhr magq, sm6%,& 91 a %&we d 7 ani3ha in I% 
I ,:.:n& !i?prs gearncui~ mmnd. abc SRS dqmlmmt drew a 5.mp1r average ofthebe -4 sm6uni*<cd al an 
ilrragr ,of 1.5 milimn .as a1 15'9%. A ptojuooon *fU%nnaual gml& uw1d @ utepcsbm gapulaWm d 
the I C 1  li; dppr.(?htmleJ?.6.5 me. 7 d i o n p c e p l r  
Som&irehensive crlnr iflfewntaon anitaatPves for F a  Basit &~caDicm, U y  an incwwakx a 
;iadle to gave' mass Lileracy campaign U)M 

' !uar.imal Popuatmn Lornmissm JJovembm 0991 itn ECK ~!aliSt7Gd. year h k  20DE 
Ft: hlucataon bm&afiat dafa 20011. 

14 
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The FCT is a multi-cultural society. It i s  indeed the Centre of Unity the 
different indigenous cultures found in Abuja today have their origin from 
numerous ethnic groups within the territory. Before Abuja was created, there 
were pockets of various ethnic nationalities living in the land. For instance, in 
Abaji Area Council, there are the lgbirras, Gbagyis, Ganaganas, Nupes, Bassas, 
Hausa and Fulanis. Gbagyi, Koro, Fulani and Hausa people are predominant in 
Bwari Area Council. In addition, prominent tribes who live in Kuje include 
Gade, Gwandara, Bassa, Gbagyi, Hausa and Fulani. Kwali Area Council which 
borders Kuje has the same ethnic groups. The most populous tribes in Kwali 
Area Council are the Gbagyis followed by Ganagana and Nupe people. In the 
Municipal Area Council, the indigenous groups are the Gbagyi, Gwandara, 
Gade, Bassa, Hausa and Fulani. Virtually all tribes use Hausa and English for 
commercial and educational activities. 

The cultures of the inhabitants are manifested in their ways of life, in terms of 
what they wear and their faith. Farming cuts across all the ethnic groups. The 
major f w d  crops are yam, maize, guinea corn, beans and millet. However, the 
ethnic groups have their respective specialty in divergent crafts; for example 
the Bassa people are good in farming and fishing while the Nupes and the 
Ganaganas are blacksmiths. 

Women's Ac 
Women's activities span political, social and economic spheres in the FCT. 
Women are engaged in formal employment as office work&, teachers, health 
workers and other professions. Women dominate the informal sector spheres of 
food vending, trading and tailoring services in the FCT. They also work 
alongside their families in businesses such as carpentry, printing, while the 
young girls hawk. Women engage in animal husbandry and crop farming from 
planting, tiling. harvesting and processing to marketing. 

Women and children are largely responsible for collection of firewood both as 
cultural artefacts as in traditional Gbag- culture and as source of energy and 
income for the family. They are also saddled with the responsibility of finding, 
fetching and storing water. A traditional economic activity of the original 
inhabitants of the FCT is pottery, which is dominated by women. 

Women are also breaking new grounds as ?he occasional construcbon worker 
and femaie bus driver can ke seen. Equaily important is the partiopatm in 
partrsan polatur where m e n  have enaerqed as senators, local g w e r n m t  
ChalrljeFSOrPs and CWMP~~~S, ambdst other leadership posittoras in varaous 
parties. These are arenas, wh~ch used to be considered the exclusrve preserve 
of men. 

&%omen are also custodms of w!ture. bngs and dance d e p ~ t q  rural bfe, 
mtues such as antegnty, banesty and Love are woven rnto the work and wraal 
:1fe of tt3E cmmu~~taes. JAarc~ages, harvest and &lid nammg ceyemnses are 
5oc:ai events, vdhach brmg to the fore women's ccmm+n~& heldlng role. 
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There is a good level of awareness amongst women as inferred from responses 
to issues of HIVIAIDS, child labour and politics. For instance, many women 
were agreed that advocacy against child hawking i s  important. Though children 
of both sexes participate in hawking, girls are more vulnerable because of the 
higher propensity of gender-based violence such as rape, harassment and other 
forms of abuse. They have argued for increased attention to the young girl 
through creation of girls' only schools and scholarship opportunities to ensure 
they have equal access to quality education. 

Poverty Analysis 

Poverty is a multi faceted phenomenon. It arises from a lack of access to 
income, social or physical security, absence of voice or protection of human 
rights or lack of access to justice. Therefore, while low income (living on less 
than $1 a day) i s  a measure of poverty, illiteracy, ill- health, disability, gender 
inequality and environmental degradation are also aspects of being 
FEEDS recognises an interconnection amongst all these forms of poverty. A lack 
of voice for instance, could impede access to health services or credit facilities 
even where they are available. Absence of physical security may jeopardize 
food security, which may in turn have an adverse effect on the environment. 

By far the poorest categories of people in the FCT are women, children, the 
aged and persons living with disabilities, because they are made more 
vulnerable by the absence of adequate services. The size of these categories in 
the FCT makes the issue of poverty very alarming. According to the 1991 
census, women formed 44.8% of the population, with the male population put 
at ~5.2%~ of the estimated 6.7 million population of the FCT, 5059 are school 
age children". 

We have recognised that in order to commit to poverty reduction, a cluster of 
ideas must be pursued simultaneously". These include investing in education 
and health with a clear perception of gender dynamics, increasing the 
productinty of small f a m ,  improving basic infrastructure, developing an 
industrial base, which recognizes entrepreneurial activities, promoting 
democratic governance and respect for h u m  rights, and ensuring 
environnaentai susta~nabaiity. (EDITOR, A COLOUR PIE WllL 5£ GOOD H E R E ] .  

FEEDS wbm~ts  to a nghts bared appraach to poyeq reduction. The basis of 
wn~ch  is tk prmsm of adequate access to basic rcxaal arnen8ties such as 
eoucatlon, access to water, heaith and mc53l m n t y  as non-negotaabie 
prerequisllies for a g o d  iabe. These d s  are recognlred as claamable ngtats, 
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which come with duties, responsibilities and an accountability dimension". In 
essence, the human rights approach to poverty reduction and development 
assumes that beneficiaries of poverty reduction are active subjects with the 
right to a voice in policy process; active subjects who should be given every 
institutional opportunity to own the process of their own development. 
Government on the other hand, has the right to enforce laws and protect 
public resources on behalf of the subjects. Each party thus has rights, 
obligations and responsibilities. 

The FCT Economy 
The FCT Economy is a public sector dominated economy driven largely by 
Government patronage. As the seat of the Federal Government and a place 
s t i l l  'under construction' the FCT and especially the FCC attracts businesses 
ranging from international constwction firms to individual service providers. 
Almost all the major national banks are present in Abuja as well as major 
hotels, some of them with international holdings. A Large portion of the 
economy is made up of traders, artisans, farmers and other individual service 
providers. 

GovernmentIGovernance 
In keeping with the constitutional provisions, which treat the FCT as i f  it were 
one of the States of the Federation, the system of governance here is similar to 
that of the 36 States in Nigeria. According to Sections 299 and 302 of the 1999 
Constitution, the President is the 'Governor' of FCT. The president by right 
delegates powers to the Minister of the FCT in the Presidency. 
Constitutionally, FCT has one Senatorial seat and two H o u ~  of Representatives 
constituencies 

In place of Ministries and Commissioners (as obtains in States) the FCT 
Administration is organized around Secretariats headed by Secretaries. There 
is presentiy Five Secretariats viz.: - 

1. Education Secretariat 

2. Health Secretar~at 

4. Azncultuse Secretariat 

" A WnLVbuhDn to the NED4 haiogue, evil W a t y  PQY&~ Sidtamn 
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There are also a number of Parastatals providing specialized services key 
among which are the following: - 

1. Federal Capital Development Authority (FCDA) 

2. Satellite Towns Development Authority (STDA) 

3. FCT Water Board 

4. Abuja Environmental Protection Board (AEPB) 

5. Abuja Investment and Property Development Company (AIPDC) 

Other Parastatals to be created soon are the Board of Internal Revenue (BIR) 
and the Abuja Municipal Management Agency (AMMA). 

The other tier of governance is the Area Council, which operate as Local 
Government Areas. There are six such Area Councils in the FCT namely, Abaji, 
Abuja Municipal, Bwari, Gwagwalada, Kuje and Kwali. An elected Chairman 
heads each Area Council. At the community level, there are fourteen 
Traditional Rulers of First, Second and Third Class ranks, whose authority span 
the entire Area Council of their domain. The Chairperson of the FCT Council of 
Traditional Rulers is Mallam Adamu 6aba Yunosa, a First C l w  Chief and the 
Ona of Abaji, who was appointed to the throne July 01, 1997. 

Brief Review Of Major Changes In The Last Few Years 
It is often said that change i s  the or~ly constant in life. This natural 
phenomenon is also a characteristic of the FCT especially in the last two yean 
when this Administration headed by M a h  Nasir el-Rufa'i came into office. 
These changes span the spheres of administration, accounting and personnel 
management. They also include computerisation of Land records, which 
repiaced the manual and ph~ .ca l  storage method, which was fraught with 
malpractices such as fake and multi@e aliocations and frequent changes to 
Land use in flagrant disregard of regulations. The computerisation also creates 
a more manageable accounting system for coI1ection of land rewewi for the 
FCT. With the establishment of Abuja Geographical information Senriue (&IS), 
over 2000 maps have been captilred digitatty, making land administration and 
revenue cdtection a tot easier- 

The Aoman~stratxan has also carned out staff audit, whKh ked to the recovery 
of about er68 na~li;rm hatherto paid to r~an-exastmt '#aosV workers. The a d t  
aim provides an easy to access database on the s t a b  of works, per44nd 
record and hastory as wdi as thmb prsnts to guard axaana trnpemahi .  

The structure of the FCT pobcy machwry hits aim wadergme an overhad. Thre 
chal renp of $emg a cross between a rnmar2ny and state mems that FCT 
mar,agement rs at  once saddied wath h e  sespaumbrlaty of mdung palacy as A t  
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as providing services. Consequently, the 27-year old Ministry was abolished in 
March 2005 in its place i s  the FCT Administration (FCTA) which consists of 
Federal Capital Development Authority (FCDA) Satellite Towns Development 
Agency (STDA), 5 secretariats, and other agencies. All solely designed to ensure 
effective administration of FCT and enhanced service delivery. The Minister, is 
still designated Minister of FCT as recognised by the 1999 constitution, Section 
302. He remains chairperson of Federal Capital Development Authority (FCDA), 
as spelt out in section 18a of the FCT Act. " 

To ensure due process in the conduct of government business, the 
administration has subscribed to the Convention on Business Integrity (CBi). 
Each policy site in FCTA has an internal due process certification procedure, 
which ensures transparency, publication of information, open bids in our 
business dealing. A website www.fct.siov.ne has been launched. Information 
such as work opportunities, budget, staff profile and history of FCT are 
avaikable on the website. 

Total land Area: FCT 8,000 square kilo-. with Federal Capital City (FCC) 
having 250 square Lilomlxs. 
The FCT is bounded in the N o h  by Kaduna. in he Wesl by Niger, in the Eaa by 
Nassuawa, Md in Lhe South by Kogi Statn. 
It has 6 Area Councils Abuja Municipal (AMAC). Abaji, Bwari. Guagwaladq 
Knali and Kuje. 

Des~elopmenlal Phases: 4 a possible SL phase 

Phase One CBD (AO). M i ~ a m a  (AU6). W u w  1 (A2). W u u  II (A7H).  Gyli I 
(Al)  & 11 (A3) and Arokom 
PlaMcd popuGmc 23U.000 
Phase Tuw Kaamp: .Mabushi U d o .  Wuyq I)lmuni Gudu (81). Jahi Kado. 
lai Dakibiy ~ubo$ ~aduus. ~ u l w  sod ~ d w a b a  hLPjamal ~ a k  
Planned popurn 585.W 
Pbaw T'hree: B ~ o m .  Gn~+ 11. Gwampa I ,  Mbm, l d m i a l  Area 4 
. . ,  - d ccone~ indru~ialana 11, G-.L ~akrw, 
hal;0= WUdU,  ]iwoo, Pj'&kZS&- U a o d  *.Oj'h 
Planned pqpulaion: W,UOO 
P b c  Fo~lrr P h  P prtrparatjar -1 
Planned popki@rar: 1.700.0LW 

e FCir is &cady m2aS aillam 

i 3 See she Federal CapiLa! Terntory &stablashrnenP OF FuuncDimzies a d  
Separtmeots) and l4misb-y of Federai upital Tetmibmy (DissoJution] M e r  No. B of 
2304 omer s~gned by Preuduet DJusegun Dbasanjo, dated 24m D d e r  2 W .  
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Prese 
This policy document i s  arranged into Five Parts. Part One introduces the FCT 
and presents a 'Situation Analysis' of the strategic position - the 'where we 
are' - of FCT now. It also outlines the strategic policy areas and the initiatives 
that Government intends to pursue to advance the collective interest of the 
people of the FCT. This Part also discusses the framework and methodology 
followed in preparing the FEEDS Document. Part Two is concerned with 
Government policies in the Social Sector - Education, Health, Housing, 
Security, the Environment and welfare - it enumerates targets and strategies to 
towards the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

Part Three of the document seeks to explain the Economic Sector. Topics in 
this section address the twin problems of poverty eradication and economic 
development through empowerment and participation. Hence the focus: 
Revenue Generation, Agriculture and Food Security, Rural Access and Mobility, 
and Employment Generation. In Part Four, an attempi is made to preziit 
Government reform initiatives as it affects Restructuring FCT for Better Service 
Delivery, Land Administration, Right-sizing of the Public Service, Accountability 
and Transparency as well as Reclaiming the Abuja Master Plan. 

Part E of the report, which is tagged Sustainability Strategies address the major 
problems of failure in planning and strategy - the inability to define in clear 
terms how strategies will be sustained. This problem is adequately covered 
under Implementing FEEDS, Funding FEEDS, The PPP Initiative, Institutional 
Stakeholder Ownership and Monitoring and Evaluation. 
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Chapter Two 
Strategic Framework For Preparing 

The FEEDS Document 
Introduction 
In developing a framework for FEEDS, we envisioned an intricate link between 
economic and social development. We have thus chosen to adapt the goals of 
NEEDS in order to reflect the challenges of the FCT. NEEDS has four key goals: 
Wealth creation, employment generation, poverty reduction, and value re- 
orientation. NEEDS hopes to achieve these goab through the following 
strategies: Reforming the way government works and its institutions; growing 
the private sector; implementing a social charter for the people; and re- 
orientation of the people with an enduring African value system. These steps 
are a prerequisite for enhanced service delivery, which MDGs seek to entrench. 
The Millennium development goals are: 

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger 

Achieve universal primary education 

Promote gender equality and empower women 

Reduce child mortality 

Improve Maternal Health 

Combat HIVIAIDS, Malaria and other diseases 

Ensure environmental sustainability 

DeYeiop a global partnership 

The FEEDS polacy targets are &sag& to ref led a response to the W s .  in 
addetaon to adaptiw the goats of NEEDS. FEEM has devoted particular 
attentam to assues of rmpiementatm, mmitonng a d  evatuatm. These ~rsues 
are cagLur& as i ~ d ! t ~ n s  fw wstaln;lhrbaQ. 

7ne approach adopted @y byk FCC to pegare the fEEf.5 Document is depicted 
on the oiaeram FEEDS STRATEWC F ' O W  bedm The mliw f r m r k  
1s based on three key areas - 41) Devdoping and Ernpoweri& ~iople, whNhlCh 
means the provas~m ~f swsiamabie Heaithcare & l v q  systm, provis~on of 
enucat2on. socal weifare and access to justace. (2) Promoting the Private 
Sector, wads c o n s ~ ~ I ~  af grown8 small a d  mdturn sze entwpnrer, 
creuelopmpnt and support of qnculwe, @na#oymt pnt?fatm a d  an open 
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and transparent privatisation and commercialisation program. (3) And Building 
and Maintaining a Better Environment, which mainly focuses on infrastructure 
development, housing, water and energy supply and Land administration. 

A key principle of the document is that aIl policy areas are people centred. 
Implementation of policy will be achieved within the context of public sector 
reform. 

FEEDS Strategic Framework 
-Health - Education 

1 , .  . -Employment 

FCTA as o NEEDS Pilot Project 

Before its ablrtron in March 2005, the M~n~stry of the Federal Cap~tal T e r n t ~ ~  
(MFCT) was selected as a pltot reform minrstry, specifically as a p b l ~  i c e  
J~nstatutronal case study under the N a t m I  Economic Empowerment and 
Development Strategy (NEEDS). The reasom for the choace 05 MCT are not 
far-fetched: 

Or-e L?P J&CT  as the hwest Federal Aimistry wwrth wer 25,000 empioyees 
and one of the few AQnrrZrses dlrectly responable for sewace M ~ v e r y  in 
rhgena. Two, the public perceptwn of mruptlon at the UFCT provKjed a 
veriraale ground for lmplementlng reform wth sympathy. Thee, the FCT 
rmct~ons as a "5tate Government," thur refoms at  the MCT WWM prow& a 
mood f o r  ~ t h e g  states jn the a n t r y  to implement their Ecoa3amk 
Empowfiment and Devedopment Strategy (KU>Sj. Four, the FCT i s  
geag:qph~caliy accers~bie and tt h expcted that the bmeflts of the r e f m  
isurh es improved servow delweryrj will be mnMe arad w-lt generate support for 
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reforms across the nation and lastly and most importantly, previous experience 
has prepared the present leadership for human resource capacity building and 
implementation of difficult reforms. 

METHODOLOGY 
Early in the life of the present FCT Administration, 2003, a situational analysis 
was carried out to determine the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the 
system, and also examine opportunities and threats that existed around the 
Administration. This is referred to as a SWOT analysis and is presented in the 
tabte below. 

To achreve the Abuja viaon, the FCT Admin~strat~on conducted a diagnostic 
analysis on sailent issues percewed as pertment to the development of the 
Territory- This process cul~:.?ated in the development of the FCT 2003- 2007 
strategic plan based on the SWOT analysis above and on conmltatfons, pp/hKh 
csntrmed usrq a varrety of otbw sources such as, meet-&-people tour of 
Area Councils, analysis of unsoilated memos and Letten from the publk'" 
written s~nce the inceptton of this Ahm~strataon. The KRVICM actm 
statement on commitment to pro~smn of quahty m c e  Wwwy also revved 
as a guade. To further deepen dmiogue, mwltatuurs was decentsatazed mto 
st&eho~& categones e.g. HIV/AIM work~ns group, ducatam and b b m  

? ChjUclJ b r& 
' Dwr 3DC nj such m m w  weve received trm XU33 00 .?We 
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stakeholders. Numerous opportunities to dialogue with Area Council 
Chairpersons such as funds allocation meetings and national immunizations 
days were also utilized. Informal consultations, such as Ramadan dinners with 
Mr. Minister, and courtesy calls, where feedback on the work of the 
Administration was given, also proved useful for collating inputs of different 
stakeholders. 

Other sources include content analyses of newspaper reviews and the 
President's mandate to the Minister to put an end to corruption, computerise 
land records and streamline the Administration of the FCT into a more service 
oriented structure. The concerns of the citizens of the FCT were articulated 
and clarified from these wide ranging sources. This now culminated into the 
FCT Vision, which has also informed the process of developing FEEDS. 

Strategic Intent 
Following various consultations and the determination of the current 
administration in FCT it found necessary to articulate its vision and mission to 
guide current and future efforts. The following have generally been accepted 
as the vision and mission of the FCT 

Our Vision 
To Create A First Class Capital Territory With Effective Semce Delivery 
Comparable To The Best In The World 

Our Mission 
To Build And Administer A Federal Capital Territory In Strict Compliance 
Wth The Original Plan Through The Establishment Of An Effective, And 
Enduring Service Oriented Administration That Can Respond To The Needs 
Of All Residents And Other Stakeholders. 

Our values are informed by: 

Dedication to duty 

Integrity measured in quality service and Consum protection 

Transparency and respect for due process, through accountability a d  
demwatlsatwn of ~n fomtaon  

Equal opportuntty regardies of gender, age, rebgion, physical state, 
marotat status or ethnic affrlaatton 

Comm~tment to hsghest ettpacal standards and profess~onalism 

Part~c~patma a3 a core prmple in decanon-malung: Th% is 
operatu~nabsed by erawnng r o w ,  consuttatm, draiogue and ownership. 

EDITOR, 
LNFO 
BAR V,M 
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The key challenge of reform as we envision it is to achieve a link between our 
aspiration (vision) and our broad goal of achieving i t  (mission), as well as the 
core beliefs and principles that underline our commitment (values) and to 
translate this into outputs that can engender transformative change. FEEDS 
gives us the opportunity to achieve this. 

Writing FEEDS 
In developing the FCT FEEDS, we constructed a concentric circle of 
responsibilities, which guaranteed qualitative participation and effective time 
usage. These are the Core Technical Team (ClT), the Consultative Committee 
(CC) and the Consultative Forum. 

Core Technical Team: Rssponsibility for the design and coordination of FEEDS 
began with the Core Technical Team (ClT), located in the Minister's office. 
C I T  consisted of in house and external technical expertise - researchers and 
analysts- drawn from civil society, private sector and government. The CTT was 
tasked with the responsibility of consulting with FCT residents across gender, 
ase, ethnic and religious divides, through a process of needs assessments, using 
the sources and processes outlined in the earlier section. 

Consultative Committee: The next layer of consultations was the Consultative 
Committee (CC), which comprised stakeholders within all relevant government 
Departments, Agencies and Parastatals, Area Councils and National Assembly. 
The task of the CC was to  analyse the findings of the ClT, transform the needs 
into policy targets by matching necessary human and materiai resources to 
needs identified. The process of developing the policy targets was informed by 
the SMARTGA principles, which demands the identification of Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time- bound and Gender Aware policy 
objectives and strategies. 

Consultative Forum: The third layer was the Consultat~ve Forum (CF), which is 
a broad based multi stakeholder d~alogw forum. The ongojng reform and 
restnrctunns of FCT - both ar a &inistry and a State has enasaged the mclunon 
of all cltizens in the change process of develop~ng the FCT, ensunng basic 
servms are delwered to the c~tuens e f f i m t i y  and effectively and Mdmng all 
p e r m  anvdved in this process accountable for acts of cornmiaton or 
om~sspon. In this sense, the process of preparation, diwminatm, 
~mpiernentation and naon~tonng of FEEDS is a b  oles~gned to be an alt - anclunve 
and parbclpatory process. Hence, the CF, whach is a rnultl stakeholder forum of 
the F a ,  wril serve as a feedback and r m e w  ioop. An adv- versm in 
nawsa, roruba and Gbagyi wouid a h  be produced. We envlsm that after 
FEEDS is  prepared, the CF wall metamorphose ~ n t o  a p W c -  pnvate- civil 
socJety pamesshw for naorantorans and evalwatrng ~mplementatton of FEEM and 
etiectrve resource snanagmmt 10 tJPP FCT. As we mow to the next s w  of 
~inaLs:ns FEEDS, the draft document wowid be presented to these stakeholders 
as a means of vendyng a& admtang stated pnontaes. 
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Figure 1: FEEDS consultation and preparation framework 

FEEDS Consultation Framework 

Feedback and priorities from Consultations 
For the Area council consultations, two contiguous Area Councils each were 
held together to enrich the debate and also provide an opportunity to draw 
similarities or differences in situations and needs. Single forum each was 
devoted to the formal and informal sector and CS consultations. Consultations 
were conducted in English, Hausa and Gbagyi, as three languages broadly 
spoken across the consultation belt. Representatives of each community were 
listened to as they expressed their hopes, fears and aspirations. Time was then 
allowed for response from the FEEDS Core Technical Team (ClT) and 
Consultative Committee (CC) members present. A t  the end of discussions, 
each community was asked to qive 3 priories which they would want addressed 
in 2005 and a h  to nominate 5 representatives, women and men" who would 
m e  as FEEDS interface with the FCT administration- The responsibi!ity of the 
interface group wouid be beto: 

Facilitate aofwmatm exchange between the FEEDS team and their 
vanous corr~m~mat~es. 
6 e m  as iink p e m s  bebum the commun~ty, donors and 0 t h  

stakeholders who would be mtwested in wpport~nq empm~rnent 
matsatives. 
Fac~lmte mput a d  colabon of o m t z n l t y  scorecar& as took for 
evaluat~ng FEEDS. 
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Facilitate the emergence of a permanent people's Forum on FEEDS. 

Summarised below are priority issues as raised at each fora and an analysis of 
recurring decimals. 

Kwali Abaji 
Downward review of school fees Downward review of school fees 
Establishment of vocational Establishment of vocational 
schools, more primary schools and schools, girls only schools 
girls only sec. schools . Youth employment 
Youth empowerment - fish and Access to ARV 
sugar farming 

Kuje Gwagwalada 
Feeder roads Industrialization 
Access to land Access to land 
&riculturat inputs and services r Steady electricity 

Water 

Bwari 
Community health care 
Y ~ E m p o W ~ t  
Reduced cost of education 
Water 

Formal and Informal sector 
Water 
Education 
Roads 
Waste management 

AMAC 
Water 
shelter 
Sanitation 

C i i l  society 
Education, child rights - Accesstohousing 
~ccess to Health especially 
preventive care 
God Governance - citizen 
participation 
Security of Cies and property 
Industrialization- job aeatim 
Gender analysis as a crossing issue 

Recurring priority Issues from the above tatde are; 

Water 
Employment 
Feeder roads 
Access to lad 

There were also recurnns themes, which the content and tone of FEEDS has 
taken rnto account. 

Socaal security: This has km ;largely defined as guaranteed access to 
land. It was a rewrnng theme a w a  au cmsultat~on fm, tho* the 
pasionate ar&m&E$ora of m~emr came nwe from ttae Area C o r n 1  
comrnunit~er. Analysis begun f r m  the a m c h s m  that hiadk od 
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Faciiitate the emergence of a permanent people's Forum on FEEDS. 

Summarised below are priority issues as raised at each fora and an analysis of 
recurring decimals. 

Kwali Abaji 
Downward review of school fees . Downward review of school fees 
Establishment of vocational Establishment of vocational 
schools, more primary schools and schools, girls only schools 
girls only sec. schools Youth employment 
Youth empowerment - fish and Access to ARV 
sugar farming 

Kuje Gwagwalada 
Feeder roads Industrialization 
Access to land Access to land 
Agricultural inputs and services Steady electricity 

Water 

Bwari 
Community health care 
Youth Empowerment . Reduced cost of education 
Water 

Formal and Informal sector 
Water 
Education 
Roads 
Waste management 

AMAC 
Water 
Shelter 
Sanitation 

Civil society 
Education, child rights 
kcesstohouring 
Access to Health especially 
preventive care . Good Governance - citizen 
participation 
Security of lives and property 
Industrialization- job creation . Gender analysis as a cross* iswe 

Recurring priority Issues from the above table are; 

Good quality affordable education 
Comrnunlty heakth swvices 
water 
Empboyment 
Feeder roadr 

e Access to hnd 

There were also recurring themes, which the content and tone of FEUK has 
taken Into account. 

Social sesunty: This has been Largdy defmd as guaranteed accen to 
land. It was a seoLsraang theme acrosr ati ccondtat~rn fwa, though the 
passonate a&~ca~tatm of muern caraPe m e  f r m  bh? Area Golsmcfi 
communatles. Anaiys4s begun frm the cmc1wm that h& d 
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IV. Environmental protection 
V. Security 
VI. Access to Justice 

VII. Housing 
VIII. Social Welfare 

C The Economic Sector 
IX. Agriculture and food security 
X. Rural access and mobility 

XI. Revenue generation 
XII. Employment Generation 

PART D Institutional Reforms 
XIII. Restructuring FCT for Better Service Delivety 
XIV. Land Administration 
XV. Right-sizing 
XVI. Accountability and Transparency 
Nil. Reclaiming the Abuja Master Plan 

PART E Sustainability Strategies 
XVIII. Implementing FEEDS 

XIX. Funding REDS 
XX. The PPP Initiative 

XXI. lnstitutional Stakeholder Ownership 
XXII. Monitoring and Evaluation 

XXIII. Mitigating Risks 

We have summarised in the table below, some of the targets we hope to 
accomplish during the next three years. 

Table 1 Selected targets 
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Rate of completion of roads in 
satellite towns- 

" 
Payment of pensions 
E - government solutions 
Reclamation of the Abuja Master 
Plan 

40 

10% 
20% 

90% 
- 

80% - 
60% 

50% 

50% 
60% 
30% 

70% 

70% 
70% 
40% 
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PART B The Social Sector 
Education 
Health 
Water supply 
Environmental protection 
Security 
Access to Justice 
Housing 
Social Welfare 
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Chapter 3 
Education in the FCT 

Introduction: 
Education is the key to the future because it is fundamental to the cultivation 
of quality human resource. An appraisal of the situation has shown that the 
continuous influx of people into the FCT has led to an overstretching of our 
educational facilities. City classrooms are overcrowded with an average of 163 
children per class. However some rural schools have less than 200 total 
enrolments. The condition of learning in many instances is less than conducive 
as classrooms are in dilapidated state, teaching aids such as textbooks and 
laboratory equipments are inadequate. Also, basic facilities such as toilets and 
first aid clinics are inadequate or absent in some instances. These are 
important facilities; as reported by the Forum for African Women Educationists 
(FAWE) and education practitioners, lack of protective sanitary materials and 
separate toilet facilities are some of the biggest obstacles hindering 
performance of girls in class'? 

Common assessments tests for pupils* performance in the public primary 
schools in the FCT reveal a poor performance. At present, the educational pass 
rate in the FCT is a low 25%. In the Internal Common Entrance Examination, the 
average pass rate of pupils in FCT public schools was 13.02% using 300 out of a 
total score of 600 as pass mark. However, as a result of the very low 
performance of pupils, cut off mark for admission into secondary schools is 
reduced to  as low as 120 points for some Area Councils. 

Challenges and Constraints to Education in the FCT 
As noted above, inadequate number of clasxooms, inhabitable classrooms and 
shortage of basic teaching materials, absence of libraries, standard laboratories 
and computers, and teacher motivation portray the desperate need for 
rehabilitated x b o k  as well as additional xhods of better quality and 
standard. 

The present raho of between 70-120 students per c i ~ o o m  is problematic. TO 
absorb the expected U0E output tiwefore, more cLassd0~ms and c w m  
space have to be provided to meet the target of the Natronal Pol~cy on 
Edwcatlon cdasuoom/pupil ratio of 1 to 4. for the 2004f2005 academic 
sesslon, the students' popuiatron is 78,000 a c r a  45 Post Piamany khads wath 
only 879 scassro~m. i tpe actual r e q u i r m t  for thb nze of students is 1968 
ciassrmms. The 879 classrwms currently an use are grossly inadequate 
represenling a anere 44% of what is requared. F~onn tdae popc~latm of UPe FCT 
currenidy estmated at  6.7 mrilswa aid amualdy gr& rate of 13%, pr~vasam of 
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additional classrooms needs to be addressed urgently to avert an imminent 
crisis-where we have class sizes of 150-200 students, or learning under the tree 
or even a situation where children dropout of school completely. 

At the end of the 200312004 session, there were 15 boarding schools with 74 
hostels and a population of about 18,000 students in the FCT. The capacities of 
the hostels are already overstretched. To avert health hazards like meningitis 
and other communicable diseases, more hostels need be provided to encourage 
and sustain the drive for increased retention in enrolment. Other factors 
responsible for the low performance of pupils in examination include the 
following: - 
1. Non availability of enough research work on the teaching and learning 

processes to identify gaps for possible corrections, 

2. lnadequate capacity building of the teachers to improve on the basic skills 
acquired in their NCE and first degree educationi9 

3. High pupil /teacher ratio which results in low individual attention to pupils 
by one teacher teaching too many pupils. 

4. lnadequate libraries in the xhools, ineffective monitoring and evaluation 
of schools, inadesuate co-curricular activities to help keep the children 
mentally alert ahd high record of illnesses, wllich reduce pupils' 
participation in schools as well as teachers attendance and performance. 

5. Equally important reasons are absence of a teacher welfare package and 
high prevalence rate of HIV/AIM in the FCT. 

At present, primary school enrolment in FCT public xhools is  less than optimal 
level. In 200312004. enrolment was put at 300,739; 161,911 boys and 138.828 
girts. This represents only 39% of the school age population. This situatian has 
occurred for a variety of reasons such as the poor economic status of the rural 
communities who find i t  difficult to meet the cost of uniforms, books, feeding 
and other whool charges for their war&, the general apathy towards xhodinq 
owing to the hi& number of youths who lack gainful employment aftef 
xhooting; a high drop wt rate due to chiid marriage, and economic activities 
Like farming and hawking. 

Another obstacle to increased prsmary to ~ e ~ ~ m k i r y  shod  mrdment is 
inadequate number of secondm schools especaally ~n areas of h@ populatm 
oensity e-g. Abuga c~ty centre, Kubwa, Jiwa, Gwagwahda, eic. for anstance 

l9 A~uwt 95% oi C h e  teach= with Leaching qmlihca~mr had n e w  acquired any b m  cd 
Lra1rlmg after graduatimn from colleges and hvRmLwP. The ~emtnm~g 5% had attended 
sume t u n s  of lrra~nimgs amd wockshops are 3hwe in UNICEF piit Echocils chignated as ~hilU- 
t:~er~diy sznuols or Comnundy Deveiopm~nt iGDd mmmundlee. 

33 
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out of the 20, 606 candidates who were successful in the 2004 Internal Common 
Entrance Examination (ICEE), there were vacancies for only 5,28620. This no 
doubt i s  an alarming situation. 

Vocational skills acquisition and proficiency are necessary ingredients for 
technological advancement and self-empowerment. In Line with the current 
government policy on economic empowerment, the Agency for Mass literacy 
has five Youths Vocational Training Centres in Bwari, Karshi, Kuje, Kwali and 
Abaji with total enrolment of 506 youths. However these centres are operating 
below optimum capacity because they lack basic machines and equipments, 
sufficient workshop and classrooms, access to credit and awareness by the 
populace. 

Potentials For Education In FCT 
In spite of these daunting constraints and challenges, education has its brighter 
points in the FCT. The present Administration under Malam el-Rufa'i has shown 
intense commitment to regenerate education as evidenced by improvement in 
the sector's budgetary allocation over the last several years. The Education 
Secretariat has matched the Minister's commitment with enthusiasm and is 
determined to achieve improvement in the sector. Other potentials of the 
Education Sector include: 

1. Availability and willingness of Donor Agencies (DFID, UNICEF, etc) to assist 
by providing technical and financial assistance to carryout education 
programs in the FCT; 

2. A sympathetic Private Sector and philanthropists that could be approached 
for assistance on specific projects such as provision of books and other 
instructionat materials, supply of Laboratory equipments and building Girls 
Hostek, which could be named after them; 

3. Access to power and information, which makes it -ble to approach 
Local and International NGOs, for assistance. One x ~ h  NGO just donated 
computers worth millions of Naira to improve education in FCT; 

4. Waliangnea of the t-l populat~on to participate in education as not4 in  
the fandaags of the Consultative Fwum; 

5. Educataon is a major fows of the Federal Government, which may be 
sympathetic and indeed wllrng to make specrat and gat for 
educat~m in the FCT. 
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Academic and administrative institutions/agencies 
responsible for education delivery in the FCT 
4 406 public primary schools with an enrolment of 300,739 

managed by the FCT Primary Education Board. 

4 45 public post -primary schools with an enrolment of 78,579 
managed by the newly established Secondary Education Board. 

4 97 private NuneryIPrimary Schools with an enrolment of 39,983 
and 20 private post-primary schools with an enrolment of 7693 
to be supervised by the newly created Department of policy and 
of khools. 

4 College of Education Zuba, which trains NCE teachers in the 
Arts, Social Science, Sciences, and Vocational Subjects. 

O FCT &ency for Mass Education is concerned with adult literary, 
acquisition of vocational skitls, women education and other 
forms of m- formal education. 

O The Education Rewwrce Centre provides a ~ a d d k  services to  
all FCT schods in awia~Ium, eramination, library, guidance 
and counseling. education research, education and information 
technology. 
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Policy Targets for Education in  FCT 
MDG Target is aimed at ensuring that by 2015 children everywhere boys and 
girls alike would be able to complete a full course of primary schooling. It is 
also committed to the elimination of gender disparity in primary and secondary 
education by 201 5. 

FCT targets: 

lncrease enrolment from the present 39% to 45% in primary school is 
achieved by the year 2007; 

Reduce teacher /pupil ratio to the benchmark of 1: 60 over the next 3 
years; 

lncrease exam pass rate from the present 13.02% to 25% in FCT public 
schools by 2007; 

Sustain the current 50% adult literacy level in FCT in 2005 and improve 
to 60% by 2007 

Strategies for Boosting Education in the FCT 
The following are broad strategies, which the FCT intends to implement over 
the coming yean to achieve the above targets. It should be emphasized that 
while the resources for carrying out some of these strategies are not apparent, 
we feel it is important to capture a broad array of issws and problems to guide 
current and future Governments on the educational priorities of the FCT. 
(These strategies have k n  captured in eleven broad areas of activities in 
Appendix One) 

Provision of uniforms to pupils in all primary xhods in the rural areas 
and free textbooks and other teaching aids 

Create a UBE board for effective functioning of the primary education 
sector and etigibiiity for UBE national funds. 

Pronde orag free meai a day in sel~Ced mral&&. 

Provlde 2429 pnrnaq school desks 

Provide 4 school buses along && COUW 

a Construct addrtmal 433 cdassroows in exasti* B m a r y  sc.hooh to 
decongest cpyerc~owded c~~ 
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Provide Classroom furniture for 57,454 students 

Provide drainages and toilets to 28 schools and kitchen and dining for 5 
schools. 

Integrate 15 traditional Qu'ranicllslamiya schools into the formal 
education system. 

Provide additional resource rooms in identified primary schools to 
facilitate interaction and integration of children with special needs 

Build a school for children with special needs. 

Scholarships to indigent children, especially the girt - child 

Construct Additional 1,200 classrooms for post -primary schools 

Provide for free 100 No. 2BR flats Teachers Quarters in rural schools and 
Semi-rural schools by 2006. 

Establish 2 new secondary schools (including a girls school) 

Provide 30 ICT laboratories 

Provide vocational equipment and materials in the existing 5 Centres 
including equipment and materials for women and girl-child centres. 

Recruit 49 qualified instructon for the youth vocation training centres. 

Review curriculum to include entrepreneurial development education 
and integration of HIVIAIM. 

Enwre that existing libraries have up to 50% of their books and other 
resource requirements met. 

Added mcentwe to teachers in rural xhools e.g. car and motarcycte 
loans plus N5, OlbO rural allowat~e. 

Support teachers attendance of ~ndwch programmes and sWdq leave 
VJ& pay 

L ~ a ~ s e  mth reiffant authontas to ensure access to water, eiectnc~ty 
and roads to rural cmunl t tes  where xhoois are s ~ t d  

Res:ructure t3 empower the inspectorate watS to mator @ic and 
r,.n;e A@dk 
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Create Community School Management Committees to monitor resources 

Funding Education 
The FCT administration has devoted 12.5% of the 2005 FCT Budget - N3.0 Billion 
to educational development. Other sources of funding eduction are as 
contained in the income profile below. In addition the FCT have devised 
creative means of addressing educational challenges through the following 
steps: 

Special request from the federation account. In this instance, particular 
attention would be devoted to education as an area of development, 
which requires critical intervention. 

Donor approach: Adopt -a -xhool campaign to private sectorlcivil 
society organizations, whereby such organisations or individuals may 
assume responsibility for funding specific needs of adopted schools such 
as school renovation, teacher training, free meals and ICT, over a given 
time period. 

Other sources, such as IGR, Contributions from Local Governments etc 

The above xenario gives us an income profile for 2005 as follows: - 
Income Source Expected Average Annual lncorne 

1. BudgetaryIStztutory Altocation N3 Billion pa 
2. FGN Special Grant N250 Million in 3 yean 
3. Contributions from Area Councils N3 Billion pa 
4. khool Feesllevies NIOO Million pa 
5. Donor Assistance N200 Million pa 
6. Private Sector GrantsJDonations M Million pa 
7. NGO Grants and Donations N200 Million pa 
8. Others N159 Miiion pa 

Total N B  950 Billion 
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Chapter 4 
Health in the FCT 

Introduction 
The FCT, like other parts of the country, has i t s  health challenges. Data shows 
that infant mortality rates have worsened between the 1990s and 2003. For 
instance National Demographic and Health Survey (NDHS) survey data showed 
that in 1990, North   as tern" and North Western Nigeria recorded 83 and 110 
deaths respectively, out of every 1000. By 2003, the figures had risen to 129 
and 136 respectively.* 2002 statistics put crude death rate at 14 out of every 
1000 person?'. Under 5 mortality rates is equally disturbing with Nigeria having 
the 15" highest child mortality rate out of 193 countries of the world." 

Life expectancy is also low with an average of 52 years25. Though residents of 
FCT have access to health care services within 40 minutes walking distance on 
the average, these health care centres however offer varying levels of services. 
For instance in the rural areas while there are health centres, many are in poor 
state of rehabilitation. There is less availability of drugs and medical 
personnel, some of who do not report to work as appropriate. The situation is 
rendered more precarious by the absence of female health personnel in some 
instances. This is a vital determinant of maternal health service utilisation 
because while women may be willing to come to antenatal clinics, they would 
shy away from delivery in the hospitals for reasons of religious and cultural 
considerations, which demands privacy and woman-to-woman contact in such 
sensitive matters as gynaecology and obstetrics. 

FCT has 14 hospitals. 4 of these; Garki, Wuse. Asokoro and Maitama hospitals 
are prototype district hospitals, which were designed to provide care for a 
small number of people in those districts. The remaining 10 are satellite 
hospitals some of which like Kwali and Kubwa have been upgraded to general 
hospitals, which are able to provide more ~pecialised care. 

VJhale we focus on orthodox medical methods through the hosp~tals, we also 
recosnsse tradltlonal modes of service prwilnon, which cannot be 
d~wounteaaanced. In this case, taadittonal b~rth attendants. TBAs are accepted 
mstitutjom in the rural areas in obstetrics m c e .  This r d e  needs to be 
factored anto &he d e s p  of health care intervention. Therefore rather than 
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ignoring TBA or labelling them as inadequate, it is more strategic to strengthen 
the institution in the areas of hygiene, better birth management and 
information on mitigating the spread of HIVI AIDS amongst other skills. 

We believe that with increased funding and better access to improved 
technologies of health delivery as well as public awareness, we can begin to 
improve. The FCT has some of the best and most affordable public health care 
services comparable to other states of the Federation. This is a record we 
intend to sustain. The Health and Human Services Secretariat charged with the 
responsibility of articulation and delivery of health care services in the FCT i s  
poised to implement its Servicom charter, which is a compact between service 
providers and users. Closer collaboration and analyses of need with the Area 
Councils would also be pursued. 

Constraints and Challenges of Healthcare Delivery in the FCT 
The challenge though is that our facilities are overstretched due to population 
explosion. Out -patient attendance is 157,337 visits over a period of 6 months. 
Informal community dwellers (squatters) constitute over 50% of users of health 
services in the FCT, people from neighbouring States also prefer to patronise 
FCT hospitals given the relatively cheaper cost and better quality of services 
compared to what obtains in those States. The subsequent result is a 
population - facility mismatch. For instance, we have a perennial shortage of 
beds with an average bed to population ratio of 1:20, in public hospitals, which 
have on the average 1100 beds, including neo natal space. Another challenge is 
low Doctor patient ratio, with approximately 1: 2000 in FCT public hospitals. 
m i m u m  mortuary capacity is 15 beds for Maitama hospital while the other 3 
district hospitals have 6 each. Though when Garki is fully renovated, there 
would be space for 12 more beds bringing the total number of mortuary body 
units in that hospital to 18. Other chalienges include: - 

1. Steady and uninterrupted power and water supply remaim a major 
challenge that needs to be addressed in order to boost the quality of 
healtb service. 

2. There is inadequate biood banhng rerv~ces io our hosp~tais. A Mood bank 
is a place where blood and rehted components can be obtaaned 
regdzrly. In instances where there is not enough Mood in the bank then 
semaces i s  said to be inadequate. At  present, relat~om are adred to 
oonate SIC& for safekeeptng. lo most mtmces patmts do not h e 4  
thus aayace or are unable to frnd pfsmns wllrng and qilalihed to donate 
mood. 

3. Scarcity is compou& by the awewng rduc$rance of many peopie to 
donate blood for dear of dtrcaverg. d their HN status and subsequent 
~ ~ m e ~ a b ~ i ~ t y  to st~grnalisalm. B n o W  assue in adequate Moodl hmkqng 
1s the quality of b i d  atself- At presmt technology far s~-llee~mg 
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blood samples is not capable of detecting early HIV infection in blood 
samples. This increases the risk of infection. 

4. Another challenge of a population - facility mismatch is the fast paced 
deprecation of work tools, which outstrips replacement rate. Surgical 
equipments, for dressing injuries and instruments for obstetrics are 
critical. Given that on the average our hospitals record 8- 9 child 
deliveries per day it i s  important that the status of facilities including 
work tools i s  addressed. 

5. Area Council management are responsible for the provision of rural 
health care services. Due to budgetary and planning constraints, Area 
Councils are not abte to keep up s e ~ c e s  beyond provision of basic 
primary health care such as treatment of dysentery, malaria and minor 
injuries. The more complex ailments are referred to sister satellite 
hospitals in Kuje, Bwari, Gwarinpa, Kubwa, Kwali and Nyaya refer to city 
hospital. 

6. Effective emergency response is vital for the guarantee of access to 
heath care. It also depends on effective communication between 
recipient of care and the provider. Ambulances for home-based care are 
an integral part of emergency response. The only emergency response 
at the moment is multi directional transfer of patients from one health 
centre to  another where required care is  assured. 

7. The health response is essentially steeped in curative care wch as 
treating typhoid, malaria, and pneumonia. We recognise the need to 
step up our preventive agenda through health education, awareness 
creation and behaviwral change. 

Prospects of Healthcare Delivery in FCT 
In analysing customer satisfaction, service users suggested an improvement in 
state of sanitation in our public hospitals, reduction in conrultatbn waiting 
p e d ,  and increased profess~onalivn in healthcare. Government is committed 
to bring~ng there about, which is a major prospect for healthwe delivery in 
?he FCT. Government wil l  ensure that at[ 14 hospitals in the FCT, including 
Garki hospltai, w h h  is undergoing rehabilitation, opera& at optimat capacity. 
To achieve this, we w u l d  neeti to refurbish atr hospitals to acceptable 
standards, employ m e  medical pwm4 and aim lor the WHO apprawed ratio 
of 1 doctor to 20 pattenb. 0- ~ ~ t s  for improving healthare senrice 
delrvery in the FCT in the ammedia& future are: - 

1. h'e ant~cpate tbat this wouid boost out -patomt attendance f r m  the 
current 157,333 over a pen& of 6 mmthr, t~ 6,wm that numbs. 

2. Access to ne~ghbeuarbod heaitb care is a pferogattw to bnnglng pnmuy 
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and preventive health care services nearer to the people. 

3. The Administration plans to devolve primary healthcare from secondary 
healthcare so that service provision i s  accelerated and our hospitals are 
decongested. Services such as ante natal clinics, family planning and 
immunization would be offered in neighbourhood centres. Antenatal 
care for instance is of paramount importance. In the past, there was 
apathy towards antenatal clinics. Today the response is much higher due 
to increased enlightenment. Between May - October 2004 in 5 of our 
hospitals, we recorded 64,521, antenatal attendancez6 this number could 
grow with increased qualitative service and information. 

4. Current Government Plan to reclaim the Abuja Master Plan and its 
consequent effect on depopulating the FCC will minimize the pressure 
on the health facilities. 

5. Government is also committed to training and re-retraining of all cadres 
of healthcare workers. Sanitation, laundry, landscaping and security 
services of the hospitals will also be concessioned to private sector 
operators. 

6. The Administration also intends to invest in state of the art blood 
screening equipments that can test the incidence of HIV (new infections) 
in a blood sample even within the window period. Secondary health 
care centres in peri urban centres would be upgraded to provide quality 
service comparable to that in the city. Before the end of the year 2005, 
surgical services would be introduced in 4 hospitals. The newiy 
rehabilitated Kubwa satellite town hospital has already commenced 24- 
hour sewice. 

Policy TargeCs for Healthcare Delivery in FCT 
Health related targets as stated in the MDCS are as fd10ws: 

1. Reduce by 213, between 1990 and 2015, the under -five mortality rate. 

2. Reduce by W, between 1990 and 2015, the maternal mortality ratio. 

3. Have halted by 2015, and reversed incidence of malaria and o i k  major 
d~seases. 

FCT"s Targets 
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Reduce infant & maternal mortality from the current 12011000 to 
10011 000~' by 2007; 

Reduce access to healthcare service from the current 40 minutes walking 
distance to 30 minutes in seiected areas by 2007; 

Reduce Doctorlpatient ratio from the current 1:2000 to 1:1800 by 2007 

Provide 24 hour Emergency Services from 2006. 

Achieve 60% user satisfaction rate (as measured by user surveys) by 2007 

Strategies 

Designate and equip 3 FCT Hospitals as Maternal ft Child care Centres by 
2005. 

a Collaborate with Area Councils to provide Primary Healthcare services 
such as immunization by 2005. 

Build and equip 10 neighbourhood healthcare centres across the 6 area 
councils by 2007 

Ensure reduction in vulnerability of FCT residents to common and deadly 
diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis etc. by 2006 

Provide a central vaccine and certain categories of 'prescription' drug 
storage facility in strategic locations by 2006; 

Provide PHC drug and wnwrmables on a drug revolving modality in all 
hospitals by 2005; 

a Strengthen ambulance services in all FCT hospitals by 2005 

Obtain emergency hotlines in all hospitals by 2006 

Provade technical assistance to Area Councils on disease dragnosis and 
famdy h e a l w e  oy 22005 

Ernplay 1130 doctors and 200 other medial staff by 2007. 
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Rehabilitate dilapidated primary health care centres by 2006 

Employ increased female health personnel in rural communities by 2006 

Engage in south - south partnerships to increase number and quality of 
medical personnel and equipment by 2005 

Funding of Healthcare Delivery in  the FCT 
There is a provision of N1.8 billion in 2005 budget for health. With cleaning and 
provision of meals concessioned out, there would be reduced overhead in that 
department while greater efficiency in service provision is gained. 

South - South cooperation would also mean brain gain and circulation, where 
technical expertise is exchanged between FCT hospitals and medical teams 
from China and India, without a high direct cost to the FCT. 

The health secretariat would also tighten its revenue collection mechanism for 
those services for which it charges fees. About N50 million is expected per 
annum. 

We recqnise and appreciate the role of donors in increasing access to 
qualitative health service. We anticipate a continuation of this relationship. 
Collaborations with medical institutions in the West, which can provide access 
to medical equipments, would be pursued. It is anticipated that approximately 
N500m may be gained from support from development partners in 2005. 

lncome profile of the Health Secretariat for the period 2005 - 2007 according to 
sources is: - 

Source o f  Income Amount Expected 
2005 2006 2007 

1. Statutory/ Budgetary Altocation N1.8Bn N1.8Bn NZ.08n 

2. Saueh-Swth Cooperation (Dm) - - 

6. Private Sector Dmattom 20 25 15 

7. Contnhirtmn by Area b m c i k  100 1 20 1 #) 
T m f  2,385.14111 2,418m 2,613.140m 
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Introduction 
The 2003 sentinel survey puts the sero - prevalence rate of the FCT at 8.4%. 
This i s  the third highest rate in the country after Cross River and Benue states 
with 12% and 9.3% respectively. HIV /AIDS is thus a growing challenge in the 
FCT which needs to be addressed from a multi sectoral perspective. Especially 
given the vulnerability of young persons between the ages of 16 - 24 and the 
gendered nature of infection and spread. 

In articulating the FCT care and response strategy, we recognised that while it 
is extremely important to draw public attention to why people must not 
contract HIV, of equal importance is the articulation of a response on how to 
enhance the quality of lives of those who already live with the virus, or may be 
in imminent danger of being infected. Therefore, a multifaceted and 
integrated strategy of comprehensive care, which includes clinical prevention 
and treatment, care and support as well as information dissemination towards 
attitudinal change is required If we are to achieve an impact. Specifically, our 
response includes: 

a. Prevention of mother to child transmission (PMTCT); 

b. Behavioural change communication strategies 

c. Treatment of opportunistic infections; 

d. Safe blood transfusion; 

e. Provision of access to affordable ARVs; 

f. Skills for home - based care; and 

g. Economic empowerment for persons living with H1VlAIM (PLWHA). 

Constraints and Challenges to Containi~Reversing HIVlAIM Prevalence in 
FCT 
There are a number of cornstrasnts and chalienges facrng the FCT &jn?~nrstratim 
In its f~ghbat agagnst the HIV/AIM scourge- The folbvang constitute some of the 
major ones: - 

1. Poor and or inadequate anformatlorn dasemanataan par t jwMy in the 
rural areas and among &he poor thus makmng thm very ~ & t e  to 
~niesison; 
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2. Reluctance on the part of the general public for free and voluntary 
testing to determine their HIVIAIDS; 

3. Social stigmatisation and rejection of PLWHA largely due to ignorance 
and attitudes; 

4. Poor and or inadequate diagnostic capacity to detect infection early 
enough; 

5. Poor and or inadequate btood screening equipment and storage 
facilities; 

6. Absence of a coherent, concerted and consistent national policy on how 
to contain and or reverse the prevalence of the scourge; 

7. Inadequate financial and other resources that are needed to fight the 
scourge 

Prospects o f  ContainingIReversing HIVIAIDS Prevalence in FCT 
The above constraints, not withstanding, the fight against HIVIAIDS have many 
support and supporters. There is  a gruwing awareness on the part of the public 
on the need to protect themselves and their family from HIVIAIDS. 
Government has made impressive efforts in some cases by providing free drugs 
for carriers of the disease. It also offers free testing especially for expecting 
mothers. Other prospcts of containing the disease include: - 

1. Existence of a large number of NGOs, International Organizations, Donor 
Agencies etc that offer financial, advisory, technical, equipment and 
treatment support either directly to patients or agencies responsible for 
their treatment; 

2. Federal Government initiative through the national Action Committee on 
AIDS (NacA) 

Policy Targets for ContaininglReversing HIVfAIDS Prevalence in FCT 
JdDG target: Have halted by 2015, and r w e  the spread of HVJAIM. 

FCT Torget 
Aeauce or retajn the current 8.4% sero prevalence HIV rate in FCT' 

Sf rut egjes 

a Ensure a multa sectorai response &o HN dAlM 

Tram health workers on how to m~nmse,  and where passble, &tmlrPate 
transmlsiw. 
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Provide test and screening kits (To who and where?) 

Provide drugs and consumables as well as an ARV Service Scheme, which 
provide access to affordable and acceptable ARV to PLWHA on PMCT and 
expand VCCT centres to Area Councils 

Build partnerships with NGOs, the private sector and donors that can 
facilitate care and support programmes; 

Partnerships with organisations which have state of the art technology 
for detecting HIV in blood samples technology for detecting HIV in blood 
samples within its window period; 

Provide access to credit for PLWHA and People Affected by AlDS (PABA) 

Sustain current campaign on mitigation of HIV/ AlDS especially in the 
rural areas. 

Train TBAs in 6 Area councils on HIV mitigation 

Provide free therapy for prevention of mother to child HIV/AIDS 
transmission in designated government hospitals; 

Work with the Education and Social Development Secretariats to review 
curriculum and educate the public. 

Funding the HIVIAIDS Effort in FCT 
There is a sum of NZOOm in 2005 budget principally for commencement of a 
revolving anti retroviral drugs scheme and procurement of state of the art 
blood testing equipment. In addition, implementing agency would devote 5% of 
recurrent budget to integrating HlVlAlE issues in their work. We also have 
donor commitments in the area of technical and material assistance, which we 
intend to explore in 2 W .  The FCTA intends to punue other sources of funding 
to execute the HIV.AIDS efforts. 
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Chapter 5 
Water Supply in the FCT 

Introduction 
Water i s  a basic need, which is at once a consumable for households, industries 
and commercial ventures as well as nature. Access to potable drinking water is 
a health and sanitation challenge. At present, the FCT has only a single water 
source, the Lower Usuma Dam, which was meant to serve a population size of 
250,000. However with the spirailing population size of the FCT, this clearly 
proved inadequate in realising the current water requirement of 96,000 cubic 
metres per day2'. The plan is to supplement Usuma dam with water from the 
Gurara dam in Niger State and to construct additional treatment plants. 

The policy objective of the FCT Administration under Mallam Nasir el-Rufa'i is 
to ensure that the entire FCT has access to potable drinking water and water 
for agricultural and industrial usage. A key dimension of this policy is to 
preserve water. This requires that consumers recognize water as a valuable 
resource, which must be used frugally because water truly is life. Certain 
measures have thus been proposed in th i s  direction: 

1. First, to put pay-as-you-use meters in the low density FCC and 

2. Secondly, to provide boreholes to rural areas and satellite towns and 

3. Third to embark on public enlightenment campaigns on the need to 
conserve water. 

Prior to the installation of pay-as-you-use meters in the city, the level of water 
consumption and waste was at an astronomical height. This situation was 
particulariy alarming given the falling water levei from 574 cubic metres in 
1987 to a consistent yearly drop leading to the arrent  569 cubic metres of 
water in 2005. At the end of the rainy season 2004 by which time the Usuma 
dam ought to have been filled to capacity, we only had 75% water lwel, out of 
whach only 45% was available for consumption. Metering was thus a useful and 
welcome way to curb waste because when peopte use water frugalty, more 
water is freed up for the use of other persons and househddr. Another reality 
=at compelled us to vaiue and put a cost to water is the realisation of the 
iaii:ng lwe i  of water in the FCT for consumption in year 2005 dry season. 

As a fvriher step to conserve water, we antend to create a c o m s m t y  
st~keholder - wale- not- want- not m m a t t e e  in th FCf. This wilt ~a~lude 
members of the rnedla, Area Counclls kadership, community grows that wmLd 
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engage in campaigns and education against waste. In addition, we will hold 
stakeholder consultations, before boreholes are sited. 

A major challenge i s  thus to raise and sustain the water supply level while, at 
the same time, maintain and indeed improve our capacity for self-sustaining 
and sustainability of the supply. 

Constraints and Challenges to  Water Supply in  FCT 
As noted above, spiralling population growth in the FCC in particular (and in 
the FCT in general) is a major constraint on water supply. Household and 
industrial demand for water has surpassed existing supply capacity by many 
folds. Other constraints include: - 

1. Poor planning culture, which has led to short-term 'quick fix' solutions 
to what is clearly a long-term problem; 

2. Poor commitment to the Abuja Master Plan, which has led to illegal 
settlements with attendant negative consequences on water supply; 

3. Slow pace of work to develop other phases of the FCC that will 
necessitate consideration for water supply; 

4. Over dependence on a single source of raw water - the Lower Usuma 
Dam, which remains at the mercy and vagaries of the weather; 

5. Population explosion compared to number planed for, which has created 
dwindling access to water fro majority residents of the FCT. 

Prospects of Water Supply in  the FCT 
Government is concerned about the shortage of water in the FCT and is 
committed to solving the problem. The FCT is today well positioned to become 
'comparable to the best in world' as envisioned by the Honorable Minjster. The 
Water Board is poised to seize the moment and turn this prosped into 
~mproved water supply i n  the region. The immediate prospects are: 

1. Government is committed to augmentang the dunnd!:~ w2Cz-r FL,$~ in 
the FCT, by transfwnng raw water from the Gwm dam to the Usum 
aam. whach is a distance of 75 k~lometses. 3 metre diameter water 
paps, wnKh wowid e m r e  supply flow rate of 45,390 cubic meten per 
now to Usunaa Darn reservok would be used. The water transfa would 
swell the reservoir capacity of Ururna dam from the present 100 m8Um 
cuaac metres of water to 850 msllm cubic mews. 

2. In readmess for &his ant3crpated #nuease in cqpaaty, Ule expanson of 
the dadmeter of water plpps at the U m  dam i s  t~ tmmwme in 2005 
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in readiness for a supply of 30,000 cubic meters of water per hour to FCT 
expected at the completion of the transfer project in 2006. 

3. There wil l  be dramatic and welcome improvement over Usuma dam's 
current supply capacity of 10,000 cubic meters per hour, or sometimes 
4,000 cubic meters per hour (as a result of very low water level). 

4. This transfer though would only bring raw water suitable for nature and 
agricultural purposes but not f i t  for drinking. Therefore 2 water 
treatment plants are planned for 2006 as a necessary component of 
access to  safe water. This would be completed by the end of 2006. 100 % 
of FCT residents would have access to safe drinking water when this 
project is completed in 2007. 

Rural water supply 
As noted earlier, the second leg of the FCT policy is to supply water to rural 
and satellite towns of the FCT. Majority of the residents of the FCT reside in 
pen - urban and rural communities. A holistic response to access to water must 
thus include a rural water supply plan. Given the present shortage of water 
supply in FCT, it becomes inevitable to carry out geological survey of water 
table in the rural peri urban communities. 

Assessment of water facilities has shown that there are many rural water 
projects in various stages of completion and disrepair in the FCT. For example, 
DFRRi water projects, which requires minor repairs. There is, therefore the 
need to collaborate with STDA to ensure that before commencing on 
construction of more water points, an assessment is done of existing water 
points that can be rehabilitated. 

As part of the rural water scheme, it is a h  anticipated that the Southern FCT 
water plan is a mid-term plan to provide an alternative dam in the southern 
part of the FCT, which would ensure access to water for the satellite and rural 
cmmunihes in the FCT. 

A polq of water management &at gwes some m e a r e  of autonomy to rural 
conamunahes to dm& A w e  boreholes are cited and a role in the 
management and wsknance of water &ail be pursued. 

Figure 9: Zhaqrng Water k e l  in Uwrna Dam between 1987 and 2005 in cubjc 
rnesres of water. 
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Source: FCT Water Board, 2005 $ 
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Policy Targets for Water Supply in the FCT 

MDG: 
Halve by 2015 the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe 
drinking water 

FCT Tarsets: 
Provide access to adequate potable water in 4 districts in phase 1, by 2006; 

Increase raw water storage from the current Level of 100 rniliion cubic meters 
at Usuma Darn to an additional 851) million cubic metres at the Guraa Dam for 
FCT by 2006 

Provide 100% access to potabie water in thp FCC by 20073 (This wall require 
~ncreasmg water supply from the present r a t 4  output of 2 4  millran litres per 
oay to 7.2 brillon iltres pa day by 20071; 

increase coiiectmn of water sates by 100% by 2Q& to bDon IGR 

Prov~de wcess to piable water in 78% of rural areas in FCT 
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Strategies For Water Supply in the FCT 

Complete treatment plants and their associated trunk line with storage 
tanks and finish water treatment plants 3 8 4 by 2007 

Complete Gurara dam water transfer to lower Usuma dam project by 
2007; 

Harmonize rates between the various classes of consumers by 2007 

Seek legislation to 'correct' the structure of the Water Board in 2005 

PPP initiative to put in pay-as-you-use meters in the entire city to curtail 
waste and improve revenue collection and to improve water supply in 
phase 3 8 4 city development; 

Apply appropriate sanctions including prosecution, where necessary, to 
collect revenue for s e ~ c e  provided. 

Conduct hydro-geological surveys to improve access and monitor water 
resource potentials of the FCT. 

Compliment the efforts of the Area Councils and Local Communities by 
providing 6 motorised boreholes in each Area Council for the next two, 
years according to needs. 

Provide 120 hand-pump driven borehde in rural areas under the 
Presidential Water Supply Initiative; 

Maintain trunk/pipe line 

Stock essentiai maintenaide spares. 

Update skills of staff through appropriate education and training 

Create mdependmt and responswe compiaints unit 

Provide basic utility needs of staff 

Funding the Water Project 
The sum of 1445 b5I1m is requared faom 2005 - 2ODb to achawe tfae Water 
Transfer and Treatment P h t  projects. The Federal hdw bas set nde I d r q  
;or thas. The Adrnamstrataan is aiw s~~cacag for Drivate bonds to hmce the 
project. FCT water board a h  has a rains w h h  a n  be 
,nrreaseu V J I ~  a more coinpact balk coidectm reg-. 
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The Water Transfer Project i s  the responsibility of Federal Ministry of Water 
Resources, while the Treatment Plant expansion project i s  the responsibility of 
the FCT Water Board. Total funding for the two projects i s  N45.OBillion. 
N30Billion of this amount i s  for the Water Transfer Project and will be funded 
from the Federal Budget while Nl5Billion is for the Treatment Plant expansion, 
which will be funded from FCT Statutory Allocation. 

It is also possible to get funding from donors on Com~nunity Water Projects in 
one of their 'Issues Based Projects'. 

The Recurrent expenditure of the Water Board, which is estimated at N480 
Million will be funded entirely from the internally Generated Revenue of the 
Water Board. This figure is expected to rise sharply in 2007 when water supply 
i s  expected to increase dramatically thereby increasing overheads and possibly 
personnel cost. 

The FCT Water Board became self-sustaining in 2000. 

Income Profile of the FCT Water Board 
From the above information, income profile of the FCT could be stated as: - 

1. Federal Intervention 15.080 15.088 - 
2. Budgetary Allocation 15.086 - - 
3. Internally Generated Funds 480mm 1 BB 2.086 

4. PPP Initiatives ZOOmm 300mm 5M)mm 

5. Donor Agencies - Mmm 50mm 

Grand Total N49,580,000,000 
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Chapter 6 
Protecting the Environment 

Introduction 
Abuja was intended to be a well-designed city with excellent first class service 
features like well-demarcated residential, commercial, recreational and green 
areas. The city was meant to have well-planned transport system, flood 
control, water and waste management systems and several satellite towns, 
which would relieve pressure on the Federal Capital City. 

Unfortunately, the picture as at 2003 was one of indiscriminate erection of 
structures, blockage of water and sewer lines, poor waste disposal habits and 
methods, pollution and Loss of green areas. 

The predominant abuse identified was the change of land-use; areas 
earmarked for schools, markets, and as water ways, buffer zones and green 
areas were used for other purposes. Fcr instance, space designated for 
recreational activities were usurped for construction of houses, leaving 
residential areas without parks for children and families. This distortion of land 
use has a negative impact on the natural and social environment as the 
delicate balance of the eco system and the health and well beinq of residents 
are affected. 

A proactive development control strategy is a veritable aspect of 
environmental safety. It is important to monitor land use to prevent 
indiscriminate construction of structures, which may pose an environmental 
hazard in the long term. The FCC for instance has central sewer Lines whkh 
means that a network of sewer lines runs below the ground surface, 
construction on any of these tines may result into pressure on the pipes leading 
to a burst and monumental environmental pollution of epidemic proportions. 
The same analogy applies to waterlines a burst of which could lead to 
d~sruptlon of water flow and heightened sanitation situation. 

Majonty of readenb have expressed he i r  appreciatm of the Adm,nistrat~on's 
ongozng bdd step to rechm the Abuja Master Plan. The policy in this dirutlon 
has been to protect lwdmhd. &fore W& exercises are camed cwt, adequate 
anbormabon i s  pa& to affected persons and equally rmportant, alternatives 
are profbered such as an the case of the market resettianent schemes. 
dnlormal sector markets, whzh are open rental spaces, for small traders wli be 
constructed an each dnstroct as earmarked in the hbastw Plan. The broad ahrust 
of the seclamatm of the JhMw Pian though b e  removal of m b u r e s  that 
consrirute public hazard is a cnbcal step, whuch has implicatrons foh 
enuiroriment, tom plannmg, m c e  promwon, health and sanitataon etc h a t  
needs to be eqlarad an greater detaak It is not just &out dW~taon, it is 
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especially about building a safe and healthy capital city comparable to any in 
the worid. 

Traffic control is another challenge. The FCT has some major city roads and 
high ways, which make traffic-flow relatively smooth. However with the growth 
in population there is increased traffic, and accidents as a result of disrespect 
for traffic rules, inadequate signalling facilities and rickety vehicles. This 
situation has raised the challenge of effective policing of our roads and road 
users to ensure respect for the rule of law. A new road traffic act aimed at 
strengthening traffic enforcement in FCT is in the pipeline. Other steps are 
clear demarcation of roads, zebra crossing signs, speed limits and the provision 
of signalised junctions, which would reduce traffic jams and accidents. At 
present, there are 80 signalised junctions in the FCC. This would be increased 
to 112 by 2006. A category of road users, which has a weak attitude to traffic 
rules, is commercial motorcycle riders. The Administration plans to regulate 
their activities in the interest of public safety. It is enisioned that the 
introduction of alternative mass transit system would inevitably phase out the 
use of motorcycles as means of transport. 

Constraints and Challenges of Environmental Protection in the FCT 
Waste management, which includes pollution control, refuse collection, 
disposal and recycling of solid and liquid waste, is a palpable challenge in any 
modem city. Liquid waste especially in the FCC where the system of disposal i s  
an interconnected centralized structure is well coordinated. In fad, 
opportunity exists for the conversion of the waste collected into orsanic 
fer t i l i ze .  The key challenges though lies in devising avenues of turning waste 
collection into a veritable revenue generator. The billing system has been 
fraught with corrupt practices, Leading to Lw of revenue. 

A related issue i s  access to public conveniences. In the past where public 
toilets were created, they were converted to Living spaces by the homeless as a 
rewlt of pow monitoring of usage of the conveniences. The Administration 
intends to provide more toilets in public areas especially in parks and at bus 
stops. Self-cleaning, self-regulatory modem toilets would be provided in these 
Iocatmns. 

Potentlab of Environmental Proteaion in the FCT 
Tihe adianlmstratiron lntends to emre canfrwm~ty wth global best practace in 
waste management and enmurage waste dumping at des~gaated nte by 
Promot~nq the 3Rs of Waste Mana~enaent - Reuse, Reduce and Recycle. A 
mste durnps3te. wh~& tmuld recycle sold household waste, is at the d e s ~ g  
slaw su aibo is an auto- paand, whr& wolrid crush scrap rnetai bw fabracaton. 
The 3R m ~ m l  vdould also aeaW wealth from waste, wh~ch has the multapllea 
effect of sreatlng jobs, revenue and increased 5 3 ~ z i  sLCi!y- We h ~ p e  to 
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measure our gains through reduction in the number of existing illegal refuse 
dumps within the city and increased number of clean streets. 

In a similar vein, the challenge of reclaiming the Master Plan, setting ground 
rules for land use in conformity with the Master Plan and also addressing issues 
of conservation, pollution, wastage of water becomes a necessity i f  the vision 
of the FCT as a first class habitable city is to be realised. 

A related environmental hazard i s  pollution, predominantly noise and air 
pollution. The environmental board intends to strengthen its public 
enlightenment and enforcement mechanism to ensure that sources of noise 
such as, generators, economic activities in residential areas and religious 
worship are checked through information, education, enlightenment and 
enforcement mechanisms. 

Some of the first steps would be the review of the Abuja Master Plan. This 
exercise was last carried out in 1979, even though ideally, the Master Plan 
should be reviewed every 5 yean, to ascertain changing land use needs and 
compliance with the Master Plan. This is particularly important in view of the 
reality of the population explosion in Abuja. This Administration has therefore 
commissioned a review of the Master Plan. The Development Control office 
would be strengthened to have officers in all area councils to ensure effective 
monitoring of compliance with development control standards. 

In addition, greater attention would be paid to use of outdoor space for 
advertisements. Out door advertising is a veritable source of rwenw but it 
also represents another environmental concern, which the Administration takes 
seriously. Of great importance is the message on advertising boards as well as 
their location, which could encoura* indiscriminate billboard advertising, that 
constitute environmental hazards by their location. Out door advertising would 
be concessioned to private sectors operators. &s shelters planned for different 
parts of the city would be managed through a build, operate and transfer 
contract. 

Policy Targets 

- -. 

integrate the pnncaples of susta~nalde development goto m t r y  poi* nd 
prqrammes arx4 reverse the ioss of envsromentai resources. 

FCT Targets 

hqake AEPB self wstaanlng by 2006 

Collect and d~spose up to 80% of waste in Lhe FCC (as meawed by user cemus) 
bj iQOiP 
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Reduce access to public conveniences in the FCC to within 15 minutes walking 
distance by 2006 

Reclaim for greening 80% of areas earmarked in the Master Plan by 2006 

Minimize traffic congestion in 3 notorious areas of the FCC by 2006; 

Strategies 
We aim to implement the under Listed strategies within the next 3 to 5 years. 

License and concession Waste Collectors and privatize Waste Collection 
Services in all districts of the FCC and Area Council Headquarters 

Build a globally acceptable I appropriate waste collection and disposal 
system, which includes litter control and using waste receptacles such as 
proper bagging and covered bins as well as connection to central sewer; 

0 Establish Incineration Plant at Gosa, 1 Transfer Stations each at Karmo, 
Nyanya and in 3 selected new Satellite Towns as well as designate an 
Auto Pond for metal scraps at appropriate sites; 

Conduct public enlightenment on environmental conservation and 
activate stakeholders participation in proper disposal of refuse; 

Identify green areas through AGlS digital maps and Master Plan and 
collaborate with STDA and A & RD to ensure conservation of green areas 
in the rural areas; 

Prosecute environmental defaulters through the municipal mobile courts 
and present awards to best performers. 

Provide public toilets in all major parks and bus shelters in the city 
through PPP. 
Build a new sewage treatment plant far Abuja 

a. Provas~on of to~lets and reptic Tank in ail resrdentiat, r n s t ~ t u t d  
and commercial structures In Area Colrncak 

b. Facilatate  he enactment of a iasw on use of parks. yeha& 
p ~ i i u s m  control and wharle parking es~essaliy within the FCC. 

Des~gnate and compiete parkng space3 washa4 bays as wdl as 

57 
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BusITaxi Stops for automobiles in the FCC 

Reclaim Jabi lake and develop into a resort through PPP 

Develop four multi-level commercial car parks in the FCT following the 
Build, Operate and Transfer method of delivery by 2007 

Construct an automotive village in Tunga-Maje that will cater for the 
automotive industry and ancillary services 

Fundinq the Environmental Protection Efforts i n  FCT 
The funding profile for the above strategies is: - 

ItemISource 2005 2006 2007 
mm mm mm 

1. StatutoryIBudgetary Allocation N800 800 1 . m  

2. PPP Initiative, 113m 113m 150 

3. Internally Generated Funds 200 250 300 

4. Donor Agencies 10 10 15 

Grand Total N3, 561,000,000 
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Chapter 7 
Access to Justice 

8.0 Introduction 
Access to justice has both livelihood and legal connotations. It encompasses 
Issues of human rights, access to resources and opportunities for all social 
categ~ries.~' For instance, women, youth, the aged, persons living with 
disabilities and children and the poor generally experience degrees of 
vulnerability. The Administration's objective in this regard is preventing 
marginalization or discrimination in the FCT. All implementing agencies shag 
be tasked to conduct vulnerabilitv analvsis and mainstream these concerns in 
their programme design, implementation and evaluation. For instance: 

Children's Rights: children are a valuable treasure whose rights must be 
preserved. Health response addresses the rights of the child through PMTCT 
therapy, immunization and ARV for orphans. The FCT Administration has 
developed guidelines for the operation of crkhes and orphanages in the FCT, 
in addition to setting up its own orphanage. A school for disabled children is 
a h  at  the planning stages. The school is billed to enrol children from 2006. 

Women's Rights: Each implementing agency is expected to integate a gender 
perspective into their planning and implementation processes. E.g. Scholarships 
have a policy bias towards increasing girts' access to education. Maternal 
health care is a core component of the health care plan of the FCT. Shelter 
for battered women is a h  a desirable component of civilization and one that 
the FCT is keen to provide. 

Constraints and Challenges to  Access to  Justice in the FCT 
A nuinber of constraints appear to militate against the effort to b r i q  justice to 
all in the FCT chief among which are the following: - 

1. High incidence of poverty among the m a l i t y  of the population makes 
access to j u s t ~ e  a luxury, which only the rich and powerful can afford; 

2. Loss of confidence in the iegal process owing to years of abuse and 
neglect by successwe regimes; 

4. Rcumng cases of disobeying m r t  orders by the rich and powerful in 
ttoe socnety; 

':' %cu:ity. Democracy & Dew1cpnent in inMQ: St&e &bwildinj @ter Srotg Col@se, 
ilanoun: ierr.&re far Dmowacy & hvp:Lopnaenf hdora. 8993). 
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5. Shear size and diversity of cases, which makes dispensing of justice, 
slow, expensive and tedious; 

6. Poor and sometimes shoddy investigative practices of the police and 
other agencies, which invariably leads to unfair treatment of suspects 
and in many cases unfair triats and judgements; - 

7. Poor and or lack of awareness on the part of a large portion of the 
population of their fundamental human rights and or ignoring of same by 
the police and other agencies; 

The democratic dispensation and changes in the FCT Administration and 
recently in the police hierarchy has tremendously improved the situation in 
recent times. 

Prospects of Access to Justice in the FCT 
As noted above, the FCT Administration since 2003 has been committed to the 
principles of justice, equity and fairness in all its affairs. The potential for 
access to justice in FCT are high. Avenues such as mobile courts use of 
traditional institutions as multi door courthouses are being explored. Mobile 
courts are instituted by government to hear cases of persons and organisations 
that are defaulters of government services wch as water or sanitation bilk. 
Mobile courts have a& been introduced where the development controt 
department of the FCDA needs to sanction non-compliance to the Master plan. 
Mobile courts are a means of accelerating access to fair hearing both for 
government, which is the plaintiff as well as for the defendants. 

In the case of the AEPB for instance, m&ile courts are held to recover the 
debts owed it by its service usen. The Court sits twice a week in locations, 
which is determined by size of number of defaulters in that area. Notice is first 
served to defaulter, some of whom pay before the stipulated time when court 
action would be instituted. Those who do not pay are servd a second notice 
and adterrrrards informed about AEPB's intention to take them to the mobile 
cwrt. 

lbefaultess are arrested and arratgned before the court a summoned in 
lastances w k e  they refuse to appear- Some negotrate and piead wrth the 
court to pay a certam percentage and the h b n c e  of the bilt in instabents, 
some are adamant that they do not have the money. And such peopZe may be 
taken to Kuje pram except an ~ ~ n g  to pay is qiV@n. 

Tne mobile courts haw provadd a useful altermtwe to the reguiar i v c o u r t s ,  as 
~ t s  processes are not tm ~nuracdalied by techicatataes, The &sue at stake is a h  
a olrect m e  of ande$tedness whl& is usualiy pmve by mdence of semce 
prov~s~on wgtncut a recilproclty of payment for sudn sew*te~ rendered. Mare 
over r t  as heid gn the vJran3ty of the offendess SO @np~.A access is no% a 
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problem. It also costs Less, as cases are usually resolved within a day with clear 
outcomes achieved. AEPB held over 12 court sessions in 2004. Within two 
months of the court sessions it recovered about 15 million naira out of the 
N71.00 Million owed it." The mobile court system has thus been useful as a 
tool for accelerating justice. The system could however be strengthened 
through the provision of adequate logistics to ensure effective reach and 
quicker dispensation of justice. The number of court session can itself be 
reduced through devising a more effective bills collection system. 

Another strategy, which the FCT Administration is  articulating as an access to 
justice issue is  the strengthening of the Traditional Institutions to serve as 
facilitators of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. In many local 
communities, the traditional heads are also viewed as spiritual heads whose 
words are respected because they are upheld as neutral arbiters and the 
guardian of all. Iri instances of family rows, social disagreements amongst clans 
and other kith and kin, traditional rulers mediate and heQ agree a compromise 
that would appease both parties and keep the peace. This is  a methodology 
that i s  indigenous, accepted by the people and thus holds the potential to 
transform conflict. FCT has 14 broad traditional chiefdoms, which have smaller 
units of traditional leadership. The Administration intends to work closely with 
these institutions on matters of resettlement, youth employment and security - 
flashpoints of conflicts. 

Another form of alternative dispute resolution mechanism is  the Multi Door 
Court House, system. Although there is a federal initiative in the FCT at 
present, the Administration intends to provide another before the end of 2006, 
which is  an alternative dispute resolution forum, where mediation rather than 
prosecution is  the goal. Hearings are held summarily and compromise is 
reached quicker. In order to encouras the use of the multi door, the 
Administration intends to include in its transaction agreement with partners, 
settlement of disputes by the Multi Door courthouse. 

FCTA m y  also consider the formation of Legal Aid Council to provide free legal 
sernces for the pax on a sustainable basis. This may be achieved by 
susta~mne existilnq mrtnership with MCOs and Oevelopmr~t Partnws who may 
be wiltiq to par&ipate in the scheme. This co l l e ck  effort i s  expected 
assist and or encwraw Ltw eniforcerment of f u W t a Q  human ri4hts at at( - 
levels of the socfety &d in at[ spberes of social life. 

Recent changes in the pdlce h~wiarchy are a l s ~  h w n g  an esPtOUTqang sgn to 
'serve a d  protect wth ant~g~aty'~ 0th prospects of a u e s  to pu- in the 
FCT are: - 
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The rising credibility profile of the FCT Administration which i s  restoring 
confidence in governance and the legal system in particular; 

Existence of numerous NGOs and Donor Agencies all willing to support 
access to justice 

Growing willingness of the public to co-operate with security agencies and 
the government to fight corruption 

Existence of strong civil society organizations, which appears to highlight 
lapses and offer suggestions in the dispensation of justice; 

Growing investigative journalism, which occasionally expose abuses and 
lapses in the system; 

Policy Targets 
To benefit from these prospects and mitigate the negative effect of the 
constraints, the FCT Administration is intent on achieving the following targets: 
- 

Reduce time of dispensing with cases in customary cwrts to no more 
than 90 days by 2006; 

EliminateIMinimize indiscriminate and prolonged detention for certain 
offences, misdemeanwn, etc., (which almost always affect the poor 
only) by 2006; 

Enforce the 24 hours only detention order in police cells by 2005; 

Strategies 

Sustain the transparent and accountable culture of the current FCT 
Admlnistratm; 

Provlde and spread evenly, 10 additional magistrate courts in the FCT by 
2007; 

Conduct regular public enbghtenment programs jo~ntty wtla the pol= 
and othw agencses to &mte the p u b l ~  on their fundarnentat nghw 

Aavocate a Social Charter and enforce the rewlmng 'contract' betweein 
the Govtxnment and the people; 
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Chapter 8 
Housing 

9.0 Introduction 
Shelter is an integral aspect of social security. Given the population explosion 
in the FCT the Administration has encouraged investment in the provision of 
mass housing but this has not yielded result at an anticipated pace, nor has it 
translated into Low income housing. From inception of the FCT about 2132 
hectares of Land have been allocated to 35 developers with allocations ranging 
from 5 to 225 hectares, 32 yet we have less than 5000 houses on ground. The 
Administration has thus renewed i ts  commitment on housing. The focus of the 
new policy now i s  on: - 

Acceleration of low income housing, which would be affordable to 
majority in the Lower income bracket; 

Resettlement and Compensation for original inhabitants 

Sale of houses to career and none career public servants as well as the 
general public 

Construction for the Low Income Group 
Certain ideas have been examined in this direction, such as providing land to 
sauatters to acauire and build their own homes in *he satellite towns were land 
is' more affordable, encwrasemnt of private sector developers to invest in 
low income housing and creating access to mortgage financing for residents. 

We estimate that abwt 420,000 plots of Land will be needed to accommodate 
squatters who would have to be moved. They are expected to develop such 
land in 2 years from the time of allocation, with FCDA and our Aso Savings fi 
Loans Ltd., assisting them to have access to mortgage and other loam. The 
collaterat for such Loans wilt be the titte deeds given to them. 

Resettiement and Compensation for original inhabitants 
The FCT was envrstoned as an snclos~ve aty for all Nqefiam r ~ t h  no 
~naagene/settler dlchotorny. This was to enwre that everybody, regardless of 
e b n ~  or relagrous affritatm, enjoyed qml access to land and other 
opportunltles in the FCT. integral to this vaslon therefore, was the need to 
resettle afl groups and cmmunltaes that inhab~ted the present FCT b e f a  
1976. 

lupin  .rd TCj: rcYmnnlar an mass Jdourmg d e a d w m m  h% a)M 
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Strengthen alternative dispute resolution by providing training, for 
example, to traditional rulers to record their proceedings on dispute 
resolutions to establish precedence; 

Funding Access to Justice in the FCT 

this statement) However, funding for alternative dispute resolution is 
expected from the funds allocated to the Traditional Rulersllnstitution from 
the Area Councils' funds as well as the Area Councils' Training Funds. 
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Majority of the original inhabitants of this area are farmers, which means that 
they need to have access to fertile land, for farming and grazing. The 
anthropological analysis of the Gbagyi people that inhabit most of the FCT 
clearly shows that they piefei to live on their farms. They also live in pockets 
surrounded by their cultural artefacts. In Garki alone, we have about 50 
communities, which together totalled about 5,000 persons. The population now 
i s  much larger due to the influx of latter day tenants. The practical implication 
of the foregoing is that many of the original inhabitants would have to be 
moved to other parts of the FCT. 

Accordingly, in January 2004 a Committee comprising Staff of Abuja Municipal 
Area Council (AMAC), Federal Capital Development Authority FCDA, MFCT and 
three local community leaders was constituted. According to the report, 49 
villages totalling approximately 41, 270 households needed to be resettled 
from the FCC to designated areas in the FCT. A sum of N66 billion is required 
for the exercise. 

The Administration intends to ensure that resettlement and compensation are 
pursued humanely, where resettlement does not translate into displacement, 
but an opportunity to improve the standard of living of all the households 
concerned. Affected structures, crops and economic trees belonging to the 
original inhabitants must be paid for in line with provision of the Land Use Act. 
Section 29 (4c) of the Land Use Act 1978 provides for compensation in respect 
of 'crops on land apart from any building, installation or improvement there 
on: for an amount eaual to the value as prescribed and determined by the 
appropriate officer'. &ticin 6 (c) of the F& Act 1976 (cap.128 LFN) similarly 
states that compensation under sub section (I) of this section shall as respects 
'crops on land, be for an amount equal to the fair market value of such crops.' 
Compensation rates for crops and economic trees at 2003 market value within 
the FCT, is attached as annexes 2(a) and 2(b). These were negotiated and 
agreed to by all stakeholders. 

Sale of Houses to Public Servants 

The Federai Government would offer for sate about 30,000 houses in  Abuja. Al1 
res~dents, erpeclal~y career putdic servants are encouraged to buy the 
gwernment houses, whach they occupy, at present vaiuabon, excludmg the 
cost of Land and infrastructure. Such h w e s  wrii oniy be offered to the external 
public wbexe the staffs have not tndtcated interest. The m c e s  of key banks 
wall be secured to provade nnorQag? fac~l~laes which wZl be payable over a 
pemd 0of 12 y e a .  

Mass tpous~nq scheme 
Unlike the past mass h s ~ q  projects in the past whach hawe #.wen f i d n  w;&h 
non co;rrpiance wath terms of agreemat, land specdataon and undw Muvery 
on :a%ets, She FCTA i s  pols& to enwe fuulU mplaance, senno? ddweay and 
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outright prevention of Land speculation regarding land allocated to short listed 
applicants in this new mass housing scheme. 

Advertisement was put out in key daily newspapers for interested parties to 
apply for participation in the scheme. 121 applied out of which 46 met the 
criteria of selection which included demonstration of ability to fund raise, a 
plan that would lead to affordable housing, technically sound infrastructure 
scheme and innovation. 

Steps in the qualification process are as follows 

w The FCTA invited applicants 

w Evaluate and pre-qualify applicants 

w Go into development leaselland use agreements (75% complete) 

w The developers go to site, build and finance project, completely 
independent of FCTA. 

Between 20 and 50 Hectares of land space would be allocated by the FCTA to 
each developer/applicant. Extensions can be granted based on request and or 
implementation of primary infrastructures in such areas by FCDA. A Minimum 
of 250 units is expected to be built in 18 months but some applicants are 
offering to build 5000 housing units. It is expected that a minimum of 12,800; 
46 X 300 Housing units of various sizes, specifications and styles will be 
delivered within the next 18 months. 

The FCTA will provide primary infrastructures to the sites and areas and closely 
monitor and ensure quality control in the provision of secondary infrastructures 
by the developers. 
The PPP unit has a budget of 5Omillion naira which if p& will be used for 
capacity building and for bask logistics and operational activities of the unit 
regardang its projects. Based on the fundamental assumption that 1 family gets 
1 house unit (a 1 bedroom, 2 bedrooms, or other variants) then it can be 
roughly put that a minimum of 12,800 fmiIies will be housed under this 
scheme. There are different ownership xhemeslstructures of payment 
preferred w h ~ h  range from pay% for a finished house, in  a cash and carry 
mode or paying in instahent with initial deposit. 

Policy Targets 

w Prm~de 30, 000 plots of land an satettlte hovna every year from 2005 to 
ZOOJ; 

Eiaminate corruptio~a an Land aliacatim and ndadmjnisLratjon by 200% 
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BuildIProvide 1,000 houses every year from 2006 for the next 5 years. 

Strategies 

Make Land application forms availabte on the internet by 2005; 

Revalidate Rights of Occupancy and Certificates of Occupancy 
documents by 2005; 

Make land available for sale to squatters by ensuring equitable access to 
land to all social and economic categories of the population by 2005. 

Build 700 units of houses, which incorporate commercial and 
recreational components; by 2007 

Build seven blocks of thirty eight luxury 3-bedroom terrace houses on a 
total land area of approximately 16, 300 square metres for sale by 2007 

Funding the Housing Policy in FCT 
The resettlement and compensation programme will be implemented in 
tandem with the pace of the development of the FCC and Satellite Towns. The 
sum of N250 million is being proposed in the FCT statutory budget for 2005. In 
total N66.00b is required to effectively resettle original inhabitants. (Could this 
not be the orobiem of land administration?) !t is o:cmcd that the 
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Chapter 9 
Social Welfare 

Introduction 
The social development secretariat was created to take charge of this includes, 
support to indigent persons who are unable to pay for services. Support for 
persons living with disabilities, affirmative action for PLWHA. The main focus 
of Social Welfare in the FCT will be on: - 

1. Persons Living With Disabilities 

2. Rehabilitating the Destitute 

3. Pension Scheme 

Persons Living With Disabilities 
The FCT Administration is concerned that persons with disabilities have not 
been fully integrated into the social and economic activities of the FCT. 
Unfortunately, such persons, due to no fault of theirs, have become victims of 
inadvertent discrimination, stigmatisation, exploitation and perhaps 
marginalization. In accordance with the democratic principles of justice, fair 
play, equal c?pportvnities, popultr participatiw, and social inclusion, the FCTA 
is committed to addressing these problems. The Administration is accordingty 
adopting Article 1 of the 1983 110 Convention, which reads: 

1. For the purpose of this Carvention the term ' d i e d  p e m "  means an 
individual whose pr- of searring, retaining and advansing in suitable 
employment are sllbstantially reduced as a result of a duly recq~nired physical or 
mental impairment. 

2. For  the pwpmer of this Convention, eadh Member shall unuider the of 
vmtional rehabilitation as being to enable a disaWej person to secure. r e i n  
and advance in suitable empluymnt and thereby to further Rlch pt?mm's 
integration or reintegration into sod* 

3. she pmvirim of the Canventim shall be applied by each M m b a  throw@ 
measures. which are apprmte to n a w l  d t i m  and CQmiSWlt v&h 
naumai practice. 

4. The prmaaonr of this Gnwenijon shalt apply to all c a m  of d i d l e d  ~WSXZS. 

Government wail, accord~ngy, articuiate targets and strategies far 
,-r,piernent~ng the convention. (Piease see below). 
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Rehabilitating the destitute 
In ord er to evolve a strategy that removed beggars from the street, a 
rehabilitation team was inaugurated to dialogue with the affected person on 
the modalities of for safer alternative means of livelihood. Yangoji and the 
Bwari School for the disabled were two such projects that emerged 

1. Yangoji Rehabilitation Centre: Yangoji is a destitute rehabilitation 
village located in Kwali area council, which was specially created for 
persons living with leprosy and their families. At present, there are 127 
families in Yangoji on a total acreage of land is 38.1 hectares. The plan 
is for 150 families when it is at optimal level. Yangoji s t i l l  has 73 plots 
of surveyed land ready for the construction of shelter. There i s  provision 
made for a primary school, health centre, women centre and market 
amongst other social amenities. The Agency for Mass Education, Health 
and human services secretariat and the primary education board would 
have responsibility for managing these projects accordingly. The 
International Leprosy Mission (ILM) would be approached to offer 
technical support as appropriate. The Leprosy community would manage 
its day-to-day political and administrative affairs within the confines of 
the laws of the FCT and regulations of the Kwali Area Council where it is 
located. 

2. The Bwari School for the disabled: is  a vocational xhool for youths 
aged 12 - 35. At present there are 53 students about to graduate. There 
are 4 training clusters- welding, shoe making, tailoring and electrical 
works. As an added skill, trainees are taught how to manage a poultry 
farm. A seed grant would be provided at  the end of the training to start 
the trainees off as self-employed persons. The Bwari School has become 
an acknowledged success with interested parties from other states 
requesting training space for disabled persons. 

Pension Scheme 
Follornng shortcorn~ne of the old pension scheme where the Federal Cap~tal 
Territory (FCT) bore the burden of settlement of pension and gratuity of 
retarees, WUI its attendant co r~p t i on  and indignrt~es suffered by benef~rane~,  
W e  is a new Pensaon kheme, called Qefined Contnbut~ons [DC). Under the 
new scheme here is a defined percentage of coni.r!bution of 7YB pa~d by the 
employee from earned mcome. His employer also pays the same percentage 
bnngng the total to 115% anto the emgioyees idlswunt. 

Tnss new deveiogment is a fall out of the SjAlr P e m  Act of 2004, whicfr 
emphasizes Contributory P e m m  %heme. It came anto belng in the thlrd 
quarter of 2004 and prmades for the foliowng: - 

3. That every w o r k  an the FCT m Parastatats shall on r e t u m t  reewe 
OJS/ her banefats 9s and when due. 
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2. That improvident staff should be encouraged to save for the rainy day 

3. The application of uniform set of rules, regulations and standards for the 
administration, including payment of benefits to the public servants on 
retirement 

4. The Scheme shall be privately managed by Pension Fund Administrators 

Many would-be retirees dread the word retirement, but invariably do not save 
for that eventual reality. The challenge therefore is sensitisation of existing 
employees through seminars and workshops on the importance of preparing for 
post employment period. There i s  also the urgent need to educate employees 
on what skills to develop so as to avoid boredom, self-pity and waste in post 
retirement life. 

One unfortunate constraint is lack of funds to embark on this public 
enlightenment program. There i s  also a dearth of logistics to enhance its 
operations and effectiveness. The FCT Pension Department desires that it be 
made the ctearinghouse on matters relating to pension and gratuity issues. It is 
hoped that the new reforms would usher in a new era where pensioners no 
longer have to colonize a section of the city waiting for their benefits as well 
as pity from passers-by. 

Policy Targets: 

r Eliminate begging and other forms of destitution in the FCT by 2007 

Rese~e/Geate 200 jobs for the disaoled in the formal sector by 2006 

SettlelPay all outstanding pension arrears by 2005 

Create 1,000 jobs for the disabled in the informal sector by 2007 

Conduct cmms of aU disabled pwrons in the FCT 

Provade swlal m r ~ t y  such as free educatrcan, free medicat care for 
certmn categoroes of dpsa&antaged group 

a Instali 'dlsaoled perms user fnevpdy' facal~tlies in p ~ b k  buntdings 

Proiide pens1011 t uds  for all retarees on a amdy bbazis 

Lr,:orce LIE 'equal opporwrnty* pnncapler jm Gwernrnent employment t~ 
e-wre :naP pr%ns wth d~rab~ l~ t y  are agprogna&ely mmkred and 
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employed 

Improve/Sustain budgetary allocation for the rehabilitation centre and 
the school for the disabled 

Partner with NGOs, such as faith-based organizations to support the FCT 
Program for the disabled 

Funding Social Welfare in FCT 
This i s  an emerging policy area, which Government hopes to find funds for in 
the near future. 
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PART C The Economic Sector 
Employment Generation 
Agriculture and food security 
Rural access and mobility 
Revenue generation 
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Chapter 10 
Employment Generation in FCT 

Introduction 
Sustainable employment i s  a key requirement of poverty reduction. Statistics in 
NEEDS document reveal an ursent need to address employment - Nigeria has an 
annual population growth rate of about 5.3%! This translates ir?to an 
urbanization rate, which is one of the fastest in the world. With a stagnant 
secondary sector, urban unemployment is acute with the attendant high Level 
of crimes and socio-political tensions. As at March 1999, 23.2 percent of the 
rural labour force was unemployed, while 12.4 percent of the urban dwellers 
were without jobs. In March 2003, rural unemployment rate had dropped to 
12.3 percent and urban rate to 7.4 percent (giving a composite unemployment 
rate of 10.8 percent). These are large numbers given that the labour force is 
about 61 million in ~igeria". 

In this direction the Administration believes that employment may be best 
realised through a variety of means and is accordingly focusing on the following 
policy areas to generate employment in the FCT: - 

1. Government Employment; 

2. Private sector development 

3. Self-employment. 

In this new policy initiative, Government wishes to inculcate a new value and 
perception of employment and work. Government cannot be perceived as the 
sole or necessarity the best employer. Self - employment may be more fulfilling 
than paid employment. In fact the notion of job security (rising through the 
ranks in a pensioned employment) may not be a realistic or an effective way to 
dwelop potential and keep employment, rather an understanding of job 
opportunity (identiiylng the chance to provide m i c e  and filling that niche), 
is a guiding force of the new economy. 

Accord~ngiy~ the role of the informal sector in contnbut~ng to the growth of the 
economy can no longer bz ; ~ m a e d .  This i s  evident in global at tentm 
increas~ngly lyshlftrng to support for df-employment through micro, smaU and 
meaawna enterprises, wrth the UN proclalrnang 20D5 as the Internatmat Year of 
rn~cro credrt. 
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Constraints and Challenges to Employment Generation in  FCT 
Though these are national figures, it is a known fact that Abuja is Nigeria's 
fastest growing city and indeed the world's. The population explosion in FCT, 
thus gives cause for alarm, such that the issue of employment generation 
assumes urgency and creative ideas are needed to achieve sustainable 
employment. Other constraints and challenges are: - 

The size of the population and the number seeking employment is at 
once both daunting and overwhelming, which threatens to make any 
effort to become just a 'drop in the ocean'; 

A generally 'dependent mindset' of the people, which conditions many 
to depend on and indeed believe that Government owes them a job; 

Falling standard of education and poor curricula development, which 
render many job seekers as misfits to  the new demands of the 
'information and knowledge' economy and society; 

Mounting claims on Government resources for social and economic 
development and an equally growing pressure for accountability and 
transparency in governance is increasingly forcing Governments to 
rationalize and thus withdraw from areas where the 'market' is better 
suited to handle. 

Poor cultivation of and or abandoning the entrepreneurial and creative 
Nigm.an sprit in pursuit of 'quick fixes' and 'get rich quick' schemes; 

The prevailing and prolonged harsh economic and social realities, which 
has ensured and witnewd the alarming failure rate and collapse of 
thousands of otherwise brilliant ideas, products, people and markets; 

Absence of sustainable support mechanism in the form of advises, 
product designs, credit and especially market security, which is a 
necessary requirement to overu)me initial 'teething problems' of a new 
entewse; 

Ha& cost of starting up a bunrPea in the FCT, which in many cases is as 
hagh as three tames in other places Largely due to cost of businen 
prmxses and other incdentak 

140 one could be so presumptuous as to blame the Government for aU these 
constraints and chaliengez. The asslrmptm at tk Fff is that G o v m m t  and 
tne people are partners wath equal respnsibd~ty tn develop Uw place. A 
cnange of mindwt is thus a necessary requrrAnent for ssuccen. 
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Prospects of Employment Generation in  the FCT 
Providing an enabling environment, which guarantees an alternative source of 
employment, is a fundamental responsibility, which this Administration takes 
very seriously. Government i s  therefore committed to creating that 
environment where infrastructure, energy, technology and credit are available 
to any interested entrepreneur who seeks self-employment. Other prospects of 
employment generation in the FCT include: - 

Existence of a large, steady, yet, growing maiket for a variety of 
product offers; 

Access to rich variety of information and support available in many 
Government Agencies, NGOs and Groups; 

In addition to these, the FCT Administration i s  further committed to the 
following specific policy areas, which are all designed to generate employment 

An Enterprise Agency (AEA) 
The AEA will be an independent agency, which i s  charged with the 
responsibility of providing workspaces, mentoring advice, data and credit 
facilities to persons and cooperatives that want to start their own business. 
AEA will support emerging micro, small and medium scale businesses with 
market survey information, and access to administrative and legal procedures 
with reduced bottlenecks. In return, Abuja gets increased security and revenue 
generation. We envision that i f  1, M)[1 perms were to directly benefit from 
AEA services, every year, the multiplier effect of that would lead to 2, 000 jobs 
assuming each beneficiary employs at least 2 persons. 

On the informal sector, new market sites will be provided to residents 
interested in buying and selling as a means of income. The regional market in 
Dej-dei and Utako market in the FCC are examples of new openings. A t  least 5 
Neighbourhood centres would be constructed between 2005 and 20%. The 
neighbowhood market place is  designed to accommodate low income and othw 
traders. Contracts have been signed with private sectors developers to build 
markets on a Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) basis. 

Jme immedmte @acy fows of A43 is generatsng employment in the short and 
mwlum-term. In th is wse, it ali .21 to support at( wabie adeas wtbin its 
resources and coirppeteracaes. Srrppwt in this area wll an~tmlly focus on the 
a'o~aow~ng: - 

1. Skill-$a& enueprawucs - IPPople wtth a speclfic and commwcaatly 
reievant skllPs who have an idea, ( ; ~ ~ m ~ t c D P n t  and solid reputatam and 
good references but who dadc the needed araput to start their busgness. 

2. Need-based entreprmeurs - people who have ~ikntrfaed a particular 
customer n d  no a iparhacuhr market ad am& the rquw~ate personal 
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makeup but lacking the equipment or capital to start their business. 

In the long-term, however, the policy focus will be to encourage the 
development of technology and competencies with a view to entering and 
dominating a particular industry and market. This category of entrepreneurs 
may be classified as: 

1. Technology-based - these may be small-medium enterprises that might 
have grown from above or are new. They are products in domestic 
labour saving devices (domestic appliances), information and 
communication technology, electric and electronics, etc.) 

2. industry-based - this recognizes that ownership and control of 
technology and the resulting processes thereto is essential to industrial 
development. The policy focus therefore would seek to establish and 
exploit the linkages between 'primary raw material' in agriculture, 
leather, etc and attempt to develop a technolosy that we can 'own'. 

3. Export-based - should ideally and ordinarily flow from the two policy 
areas outlined above. We would attempt to grow first, within the West 
African sub-region. 

Specific industries, which the Administration intends to focus on, are 
aluminium and plastic (especially PVC manufacturing). 

Constraints and Challenges facing AEA 
Some of the major constraints to the development of the AEA include: - 

Absence of or low ievel of savings and investments among the people 
whether as individuals or corporate bodies; 

Weak technological base of the FCT; 

s Poor access to credit and high interest rates where available; 

s Poor entrepreneurial skills and lack of investment and savings culture; 

Opportunities and Potentials for AEA 
Opprtunataes abound for a flwnsh~ng SnaaII and Waum k a t e  industries, 
wb~ch could &e the precursor to big mdustnes. In addlt~on to good raw-matenaI 
base especiaily for ago-ail~ed mdwshes Uae ivalhbal~ty of d i d  mmmal 
aeponts as a strong potent3al for develop~ng ttPe rector. Other potmttals of the 
sector are as f 0 i d ~ 5 :  - 

( Access to power and arafomtm wthm l d ~ ?  
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( Presence of many NGOs who provide a range of technical expertise free; 

Policy Targets 
MDG: 
Halve between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of peopie whose income i s  less 
than $1 a day. 

Halve between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from 
hunger. 

FCT Targets for AEA 
The policy objective is to facilitate the development of a virile SME sector 
capable of substantial contribution to economic growth and poverty reduction. 
Specific targsts, however, are: - 

Increase by 40% the per capita income of people in the FCT by 2007 

Create 10,000 jobs by 2007 - 5,000 each in 2006,2007; 

AEA Strategies 

o Set up AEA office with a versatile team 

o Identify and train micro finance institutes that can transfer skills 

o Identify and support economic clusters that can transform waste to 
wealth 

o Stren~then agro based M 

o Provide incubator work spaces for M 

o Carry out M e t  wweys and publish information 

c Lmse rvlth SMEDAN and other St& lnitlatwes to leder* resources 

r @me13 an Aiummnum and plastic extnrsron plant in the FCT in 
coiaaboratm rvlth the Pnvate Sector 

The Abuja Technology Village 
An kcuja Technology V~llage (Am) is a h  berm developed. The y a m  of the 
"]*,age as to establaslr a platform for creabng a susta8naMe knowledge - bared 
economy an dutgena. A n  seeks to prw& wid-dars anff&mcWe, cr* 
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amenities and knowledge driven environment to facilitate technological 
advancement, job creation, export diversification and hasten poverty reduction 
in ~ i g e r i a . ~  

Constraints and Challenges facing the A N  
The ATV is a novel idea, which i s  likely to consume a lot of money. This is a 
major constraint particularly at a time when government is rationalizing and 
divesting from economic activities. Other constraints facing ATV are: - 

1. Competitive pressure from other countries such as India that have 
dominated the technology market particularly the point where ATV seek 
to participate; 

2. Dearth of professionals with the requisite influence, credibility and 
clout to attract and persuade investors to the ATV; 

Potentials of ATV 
The key prospect here is the total commitment of Government in using ICT as a 
platform for administrative and social transformation. That is to say, ICT can 
be used to compliment efforts in Education, Commerce, Governance, Health 
and Security to spur broad-based development. There is also a pool of 
professionals in the FCT awaiting the opportunities offered by the ATV. 

Other range of prospects of the ICT sector includes: - 
{ Economic opportunities in terms of employment vneration, increased 

income for both the people and the Government, higher investment 
returns due to access to market information, etc; 

( Enhanced integration and lower cost of governance given 
decentralization of governance structure; 

A N  Policy Targets 

improve research ou@~t  of other sectors such as agriculture-e, educataon and 
jME by 15% an 2009; 

1 Acnaeve 2591 of the FCT's IGR from the sector by 2007; 

( Achleve 45% computer i~twacy rate in the aduie populatm of FCT by 2010 
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( Be the regional hub for soitware production and for assembling hardware by 
201 5; 

( Achieve 100% computerization of key Government activities such as payroll, 
the budgetary process, pension scheme etc by 2007; 

j Attract at least three foreign technology companies to the ATV by 2007; 

j Transfer, acquire or transplant at least one major technology in the FCT by 
2007 

AJV Strategy 
To attain the policy targets of ATV, the following strategies will be pursued: - 

Establish partnership with internationally renowned IT Institutions such as 
the informatics of Singapore; 

Commission an international and domestic campaign to create awareness 
and support for the venture as well to attract investors and or participants 
in the venture; 

. Model the ATV after Silicon Valley 

Energy 
Regular assured power supply is indispensable to growing business. The FCT 
Administration intends to build an alternative energy source by 2006; this will 
translate into access to regular power, which means cheaper energy. i h e  
multiplier effect of this would be a Cower cost of goods, lower cost of 
transaction and increased inputs affordability. This in turn leads to assured 
increase in production Level, increased income for the entrepreneur and 
government through taxes and a better standard of living for the residents as 
wdL as tower health bitt for the territory. 

Lack of etectnclty not oniy t ~ m ~ t s  economic development but a h  exacerbates 
probiems of poverty among people. The d u t m  therefore lei in boost~ng the 
current supply ieve1 and generating more electric power and tmprovlng the 
dastfiDwtaon system to cover rvlde areas of the FCT. 

Policy Tar@& 
Ma30 0 D p ~ t 3 W  in power supply is to provide adequate, stable and sustainable 
power supply to seneraltty of the popdataon. in this regards, the targets ta be 
pursued anrtude: - 

Acn~ewe a constant supply of 
SOD% 
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Double the rate of contribution of this sector to economic growth and rate 
of employment in sectors that rely on electricity by 2010 

Strategies 
The strategies for attaining the sbjectives and targets of the sector include: 

Installation of Independent Power Platforms in selected and strategic 
locations within the FCT; 

Cooperation with and support to NEPA to ensure stable power supply 
particularly with respect to brokenlfallen poles, supply of transformers and 
broken lines; 

Close cooperation with Specialized International Agencies in boosting 
power supply from other viable sources most especially solar. Such agencies 
include the US based Solar Electric Light Fund (SELF), Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA), Tennessee Valley infrastructure Group (WIG), DFID, 
United State Agency for International Development (USAID); 

Funding Employment Generation in FCT 
The funding profile of the AEA and A N  are as follows: - 

N2 billion is provided for A N  in 2005 Federal budget. 

N2OOm provided in the 2005 budge for Abuja Enterprise Agency. 

Seif-financing through Internally Generally Funds (recovery of loans, 
investment.) 
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Chapter 11 
Agriculture + and Food Security 

Introduction 
This is closely linked to rural development, wealth creation and employment 
generation in the areas of crops and livestock production and fishery. The FCT 
Administration is concerned with food security and diversification of the 
economy. We have therefore identified a niche for our agricultural 
interventions: the provision support services to farmers and stakeholders in 
FCT. This i s  informed by the need to boost crop and animal production, thereby 
guaranteeing food security, increased employment and wealth creation. 

Our objectives in this regards include, expansion of the level of available Land 
for agricultural production, increased availability of fertilizer and other inputs. 
improvement in the ability of the government to provide services to farmers. 

We propose to focus on subsistence farmers through their Farmer Support 
Groups in Area Councils. Government capacity will be partly strengthened 
through the conversion of the Machinery and Equipment services facility in 
Gwagwalada to a Limited Liability company, and will from season 2005, be self- 
financing. Its workshop component, which would have been upgraded, would 
also provide commercial and mechanical services for owners of 
agriculturallplant equipment. 

In the Medium Term (1-3 years) scenario, Farmer Support Groups and 
interested individual private sector investon will be offered s??ares in the 
company, and government will divest completely over a period of two years. In 
the Long Term (over 3 years) plan, Government in the FCT will withdraw from 
providing wch services completely, and will assist private sector providers to 
continue to grow. Specific policy projections are as follows: 

Constraints and Challenges to  Agric Development in the FCT 
A number of factors have been identified as militat14 against the growth of 
agriculture in the State: - 

&3 Accelerated l a d  degradation brought about by excesswe util~zatcon, 
deforestatam, bush hrnmg, over-gazlns, gully eroslon, m o n o u q p l n g  and 
poor sol1 management practices; 

@ Subsatence malLlpolder system, wbch is an inherentLy tow-pr ix iuct~~&~ 
system. 

a: Heavy reirance on trad~t~onal farm amplmmts and methods of productson. 
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8 Ignorance among most of the peasant farmers that has slowed down their 
ability to comprehend and put to practice new production techniques and 
agric research findings. 

8 Poor state of basic infrastructure for delivery of social services to rural 
areas particularly rural feeder roads which limit accessibility of rurat 
farmers to markets; 

8 Heavy dependence on rain-fed agriculture which is sometimes affected by 
drought, flooding and the menace of pests and other crop diseases; 

8 Low level of private sector investment in Large scale agric production; 

8 High post-harvest losses due to poor storage and marketing methods; 

@ Low access to credit facilities; 

@ Low producer prices; 

@ Low capacity for processing agric products to add value prior to selling; 

69 Lack of well-organized farmers' Cooperative Societies etc. 

Potentials for Agric Development in the FCT 
Over 709;; of the FCT landmass is considered arable, which makes it one of the 
most agriculturally endowed sites in Nigeria. In fact the FCT has 250.000 
hectares of protective forest reserves out of which is 175,000 hectares is agric 
land. This arable land comprises of: - 

a. Upland soils - which are characterized by low organic and nutrient 
content. It is largely used for rain season farming with great potentials 
for irrisation agriculture including the development of orchards; 

Fadanaa so~ls - whrch are of hl@r organic and nutnent content regularly 
repien~sW by seasonal fioodsng. The Fadama flood plams have access to both 
surface and subsurface water, which makes it amenable to both ram-fed and 
rrngatlon agnculbre. 

vdrth about 80Q00 farnalng fatnil~es in the F C T ~ ,  there is a huge potentad to 
boost food prodwcl~on through teclan~cal and fmnmaai support to brg and mall 
tamers. Tne secretaraat antends to adentafy 10 fxmer supper? groups rncludlng 
young farmers c!srb, in each area councibs wh~ah wmld be adentlhed for 
capac10y bu~idtng In 2005 for fa& famang, crop farmang, a n a d  tractam etc. 
i~sh iarmng for mstance i s  a ducsat~ve and adaptable ventuse, w h h  a h  has a 
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high Market yield. The ARD secretariat would revive the farmers club through 
provision of technical knowledge, fingerlings and seed money to encourage the 
cultivation of fish in FCT. This way too a demand driven extension service and 
utilisation could be engendered. 

Access to land i s  an integral part of food security. The ARD Secretariat intends 
to open up 30% of farming land in the FCT. The secretariat would serve as first 
point of contact for agriculture land seekers it would advise applicants through 
i t s  planned land resource project. Public Private Partnerships shall be pursued 
in the direction of opening up large tracts of land for infrastructural 
development such as rural roads, drainage and partitioning of land into farm 
sizes. 

Towards guaranteeing access to land for poor families, land nearer to 
communities will be parcelled off to single families on lease basis, for a 
minimum lease period of 35 years. 

Policy Targets 

MDG: 
Two goals are particularly pertinent here: Halve between 1990 and 2015, the 
proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day; Halve between 1990 
and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger 

FCT Target. are as follows: 

Expand land for agricultural production by 30% in 2006 

Provide agricultural support services to 60% small farmers in the FCT by 2006 

Increase the productivity and farm yield by 50% by 2006, 

Reduce waste aristng from poor storage, transportation etc to less than 10% of 
output by 2007; 

increase the rate and speed of introduc~ng, tiyang and accepting new seeds, 
d i m g s  and famlng practures by 2005, 

Achae~e the ratio of 1 extensson worker to W farmers by 2006. 

kl~ocate farmland to youth tad ndrrlomen's goups & the Area Cwnclk 

G ~ v e  land to farnalng bmiliis an 35 year leare basis 
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high Market yield. The ARD secretariat would revive the farmers club through 
provision of technical knowledge, fingerlings and seed money to encourage the 
cultivation of fish in FCT. This way tw a demand driven extension service and 
utilisation could be engendered. 

Access to land is an integral part of food security. The ARD Secretariat intends 
to open up 30% of farming land in the FCT. The secretariat would serve as first 
point of contact for agriculture land seekers it would advise applicants through 
its planned land resource project. Public Private Partnerships shall be pursued 
in the direction of opening up large tracts of land for infrastructural 
development such as rural roads, drainage and partitioning of land into farm 
sizes. 

Towards guaranteeins access to land for poor families, land nearer to 
communities will be parcelled off to single families on lease basis, for a 
minimum Lease period of 35 years. 

Policy Targets 

MDC: 
Two goals are particularly pertinent here: Halve between 1990 and 2015, the 
proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day; Halve between 1990 
and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger 

FCT Targets are as follows: 

Expand iand for agricuitural production by 30% in 2006 

Provide agricultural support services to 60% small farmers in the FCT by 2006 

increase the productivity and farm yield by 50% by 2006; 

Reduce waste anstrig from poor storage, transportation etc to less than 10% of 
output by 2007; 

Jxrease the rate and speed of ntroducang, try~ng and accephq new d s ,  
redlrngs and darmnns practices by 2005; 

Armwe hjoe I&& of i t~iG-Gion wh3 to !% farmers by 2006. 

Strategies 

Aiiocate farmland to ywth and women's ~roups an the Area bwncii. 

Gave Land to farmang Bmaiies m 35 year tease basfir 
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Provide 100, 000 tons of fertil i~er.'~ 

Provide specialised workspaces e.g. one each for fish, vegetable and 
grains market within the city and the FCT 

Increase number of tractors for hire from present 25 to 50 

Identify 4 cooperatives; I in each area council, to manage tractor service 

Introduce planting, fertiliser broadcasting and herbicide application 
services for farmers. 

Provide counterpart funding for IFDC-DAMINA and Fadarna Projects. 

Develop k Maintain Veterinary Investigation k Diagnostic Facilities in 
each Area Council 

Funding Aqriculture in FCT 
Sources of funds to implement the Agricultural strategies may be identified as: 
- 

Source 2005 2006 2007 

1. Budgetary A l l m t i m  322 500 500 

2. Foreign Grant -FADAMA 445 300 - 
3. Federal AllocationlGrant - 200 - 

Total N2, 265,000 

3F kssurne annual ~705, of 2OD.QaDha. hefore we w5U g~r~nde FwOl-5 at 5W@dha 

84 
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Chapter 12 
Rural Access and Mobility 

Amina: I understand the House of Assembly has not approved the 
creation of the STDA and has insisted that it be created as a 
Department within the FCDA instead of an Agency. How does 
this affect i t s  functioning, targets and strategies as well as 
funding as envisaged in this document? 

introduction 
Infrastructure provides Access and mobility between rural and urban 
population, as well as rapid development. Attention wil l  be devoted to water, 
roads, rail and bus transport. Opening up the satellite areas and facilitating a 
linkage with the city are integral to this objective. Two major components of 
traffic generation in the FCT are important because they are transitory and 
continuing in nature. Transitory traffic derives from activities relating to the 
construction and build up of FCT, which is  s t i l l  in progress. The sources of 
transitory traffic are construction activities, with related needs for shipment of 
building materials and equipment and personal activities with reiated needs for 
transport of personal goods, government property and commercial inventories. 

While the transitory component of traffic generation may cease after the 
completion of major construction, the continuing aspect of traffic- personal 
and commercial traffic will only increase. Therefore, there is the need to 
envision a form of mass transit that is multifaceted, capable of integrating the 
FCT and linking it to the rest of the nation. Equally important, i s  a transport 
plan, which would take cognizance of agriculturally productive rural 
communities and population centres in FCT. 

Constraints and Challenges 
At the moment, while there i s  a high d ~ r e e  of access and mobility work in the 
cities, with phases 1 & 2 in advanced stages of construction, there are few 
developed satellite towns and communities comparable to FCT's expanding 
population. There was the absenre of a structure that would provide creditable 
data for planninz and execution of the various deveiqment programmes 
~ub ide  tk city. 

Rural comrnclnibes had no access roads for mob~llty of p r d m  and peopie. 
This l ed  to b e  creataora of the Satellate Towns Developmt Agency jSlDAj. 
STDilr v~as created 3n 2003. by the the - hfa'i a' iuwtratm. its creatm .was 
oorne out of the need to achwe men development k-il tfbe FCC and the 
rest of the FCT. This is  an amportant constderataon, g~ven the mrgang tmpact 
on aeveiopmerat of the lack of sur?.abie and adequate hasang ancd arnenrbes Boa 
lower Income workers who ma? rwdmts of the caw, wwh3dh lled to the 
emergence of spravdiq slums an Ule FCC. The weatam of STDA atso Eom 
necessa~y as a rewit of the need to pian adquaMy for the resettkdnmt of 
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original inhabitants who by the FCT Act, are entitled to comprehensive 
resettlement and compensation. 

Prospects 
Provision of access roads to the various communities living in FCT would mean 
access to markets for agricultural goods, ability to commute to the city to seek 
opportunities. This would greitiiy reduce the income poverty among the rural 
communities thereby improving the standard of living for rural communities 
and even the urban areas. 

An effective public transport network would also provide the regular link to 
settlements and other important productive centres within the wider area of 
the FCT 

Both rural roads and transport network would stimulate development within 
the rural areas which could precipitate desired mobility of the people to 
achieve a balanced population distribution in the FCT, boost trade, agriculture, 
tourism and a greater level of human development and enlightenment. 

An integral part of the mobility plan is access to taxi services. The 
Administration through the Abuja Investment and property development 
Company (AIPDC) has entered into dialogue with the London Taxis International 
and Peugeot Automobile Nigeria to negotiate commercial terms, as well as 
explore financing options for the purchase of the taxis. AIPDC has also entered 
into discussions with HSBC Bank PLC to examine the possibility of FCT obtaining 
the support of the UK's Export Credit Department to finance up to 85% of the 
potential contract with London Taxis. Local commercial banks are also 
expected to bring in funds as their equity contribution. These dialogues are 
expected to lead to access to taxi services comparable to eh best in the world, 
before the end of 2005. 

Policy Targets 

h9DG: 
Have achieved by 2020 a significant i m p r o v f i i t  in  the lives of at  least a 100 
mllbon slum dwellers 

FCT Targets 

Ensure 70% of the Towns and Viilages in FCT are accessrNe by transport 
networks by 2001, through prm'1slon of rural and secondary roads. 

Construct 8 % ~  of babnmws d a c e  dressed road and 48kPn of earth 
roads wath adequate draanase stswhwres by 20D6. 
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original inhabitants who by the FCT Act, are entitled to comprehensive 
resettlement and compensation. 

Prospects 
Provision of access roads to the various communities living in FCT would mean 
access to markets for agricultural goods, ability to commute to the city to seek 
opportunities. This would greatly reduce the income poverty among the rural 
communities thereby improving the standard of living for rural communities 
and even the urban areas. 

An effective public transport network would also provide the regular link to 
settlements and other important productive centres within the wider area of 
the FCT 

Both rural roads and transport network would stimulate development within 
the rural areas which could precipitate desired mobility of the people to 
achieve a balanced populati~n distribution in the FCT, boost trade, agriculture, 
tourism and a greater level of human development and enlightenment. 

An integral part of the mobility plan is access to taxi services. The 
~dministrat im through the k u j a  investment and property development 
Company IAIPDC) has entered into dialogue with the London Taxis International 
and .~e ig&t  ~uitomobile Nigeria to n&otiate commercial terms, as well as 
explore financing options for the purchase of the taxis. AlPK has also entered 
into discussions with HSBC Bank PLC to examine the possibility of FCT obtaining 
the support of the UK's Export Credit Department to  finance up to 85% of the 
potential contract with London Taxis. Local commercial banks are also 
expected to bring in funds as their equity contribution. These dialogues are 
expected to iead to access to taxi services comparable to eh best in the wortd, 
before the end of 2005. 

Policy Targets 

MDC: 
Have Mhxwed by 2020 a significant improvement in the Lives of at least a 100 
mlliaon sium dwellers 

FCT Targets 

Ensure 763% of the Towns and VaUages in FCT are accesstble by transport 
networks by 2006 through pronsm of rural and secondary roads. 

C~nswuca 85km of b~bmanous surface dressed road and 48km of earth 
roads vdsh adequate drama% structures by 2005. 
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Strategies 

Develop a plan to articulate number of roads requiring tarring, upgrading 
and new constructs outside the FCC. 

Commence the development of the Satellite Towns of Karshi, Bwari, 
Kubwa and Gousa through provision of engineering infrastructure. 

Realign and upgrade existing track roads in 3 categories: The first 
category asphalt finish, second category bituminous surface dressing and 
the third category earth roads all with adequate drainage structures. 

Set aside 10% of ground rent payable to the FCT Administration for the 
development of the Satellite Towns. 

Complete all detailed planning survey and engineering designs. 

Build an urban Bus System to run through the major roads across city of 
Abuja and provide Linkages to satellite towns 

Provide 300 mass transit buses by 2006 

Build an FCC Taxi cab system of approximately 450 cars which would be 
provided on hire purchase basis 

Complete the rail design work and track laying for Abuja metro railway 
system by 2007 

Funding of Rural Access and Mobility in FCT 
The funding profile of STDA to finance the above strategies is: - 

sources 
Statutory Ailocatlon 

Federal Grant H)m lODm - 

1GR 110%) of Ground Rent lODmm l m  1 Wmm 
Total N11,050,000,000 
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Chapter 1 3 
Revenue Generation 

Introduction 
Much as the expenditure side of a budget is important, an even more important 
aspect is the revenue side. With greater access to resources, government can 
achieve more for the good of the people, once macro economic discipline i s  
assured. We have two (three) main income-generating services in the FCT; the 
solid and liquid waste collection schemes of AEPB, the Water Board (and Land 
Administration). The other potential income generating agencies are the Abuja 
investment and Property Development Company Limited (AIPDC), charged with 
encouraging private sector investments in government initiatives and managing 
FCT Administration's investments and the Mass transit company. 

The following are identified as sources of Internally Generated Revenue (IGR) 
for FCT 

Lana allocation- 

* Tourism development - 

Waste collection - 

PAYE- 

Transport - 

Advertisement - 

Sale of government Houses - (estimated to generate M300b revenue) 

* Water rates - 

Markets 

In the FCT, Revenue Cdiection is rnatnly udwtakn by the following Agmcies: 

+ Feoeral Capital Development Auhnty  

r Darectorate of Road Transport kwces 

+ Aouja Env~ronmentai Protectmn Board 

+ FCT hater Board and 
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+ FCT Council for Arts and Culture 

The revenues collected by these Agencies include; Deposit on Land Allocations, 
Fees for reg~stration of Land Documents, Consent Fees, Premium on Land, 
Ground Rent, Preparation of Land Documents, Search Fee, Fees on Land 
Application, Fees for Processing Building Plans, Survey Fee, Site Plan 
Preparation Fees, Corners Shops fiocessing, Temporary shade Processing Fee, 
Registration of Motor Vehicles. Certificates of Road Worthiness, Motor Accident 
~epor t  Fee Driving Test ~ee ,  Registration / Renewal Fee for Contractors. 
Tenders Fees, Advertisement (In Monthly Newspapers, Signposts), Abattoir 
Fees, Cattle Fees, Parks and Gardens Fee, l'ractors Fees, Felling of Trees, 
Cooperative Societies etc, Water Bills and Waste Collection Bills. 

The Federal Executive Council approved the establishment of the Federal 
Capital Territory (FCT) Board of Internal Revenue (The Board) in February 2003. 
The board would be charged with the collection of all revenues accruing to the 
FCT from the Federation Account or internally Generated Revenues from all 
Agencies and Parastatals in the FCT. The Bill to provide legal backing for the 
establishment of the Board is presently before the National ~ssembl~ '~.  

+ The Taxes and Levies which will be collected by the FCT BIR will be in 
accordance with the provisions of Taxes and Levies (Approved List for 
Collection) Act No. 21 of 1998. The Taxes collectible by State 
Governments in Part II of the above cited law which have been ceded to 
the Federal inland Revenue Senrice are 

+ Stamp Duties on Bodies, Corporate and Residents of the Federal Capital 
Territory 

+ Personal Income Tax in respect of residents of the FCT 

Capita! Gains Tax (individuals) and; 

Withholding Tax (lndividuak) 

The ioliow~ng are exempted: 

+ Pool Bettang and Lotteries 

+ Road Taxes 

37 Bt )is pemnemt to po~nt  out Unat Sehon  299 of the CmshDuliion of the Fed& 
Republjc of N~geria, the Supre,me OM& Judgment im  Atbmey General d the 
iederatron Y Attorney General of Abia State a d  35 others ddivered on pnl P 
,200: and the pruu~s~oms of Seaion 8% af &he Pwsmnaal l m  Tax Act 104 Qf P993 
prwtde suff~urnt Iqal back~ng for tk esahlishrnenl oi a Eloatd a# Wernal R~V@rwe 
 is?^ Lhe FCB. 
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+ Business Premises Registration Fee in respect of Urban Areas I3 Rural 
Areas 

+ Development Levy on all Taxable Individual 

+ Naming of Streets registration Fees 

+ Right of Occupancy on Land owned by the State Government in the 
Urban Areas of the State and; 

+ Market Taxes and Levies where State Finance is involved. 

To facilitate the work of the BIR, an operational arm, the FCT Inland Revenue 
Service (IRS) is being created. The Executive Chairman of the BIR and the 
Heads of Departments ia the Service will head the Service. They will constitute 
the manasement team and will be in charge of the day-to-day activities of the 
IRS. The IRS would comprise of the Executive Chairman, there would be 
Department of Administration & Finance, Assessment, Inspectorate h 
Compliance, Collection, Taxes, and legal Services. It would aalso have a legal 
unit as well as an internal Audit, anti-Corruption and IT units. 

With the establishment of the FCT 81R and on commencement of operation, the 
Board will ensure that there is adequate information and verifiable and 
accurate data on taxable entities and services in the FCT. 

It is envisaged that there will be adequate technological infrastructure for 
effective revenue and tax assessment, administration and collection. The 
deployment of effective management information system and internal control 
machinery wil l  ensure a regime of accountability and put a stop to the 
fraudulent activities of some revenue officials and evasion of taxes by 
unpatriotic citizens. This will a h  eradicate the budgetary indiscipline, which 
has characterized government in recent times. 

Constraints of Revenue Generation in the FCT 
There are many d~fhculties currently in the way of FCT Administration wth 
regards to revenue generatmn. The Pd~tical and Stamtory pontzon of the FCT 
are wch d~fflculttes. This position ( w h ~ h  convenmtly forgets the m c e  
d+cavery function of the FCT) has meant that much rwenw due to the FCT is 
either uncoltected ore are c d k t e d  by the Federal inland Revenue Board or by 
the Area Coux~l r .  The coli~ection exercise also appears to be poody 
cooramated and at best arb~trary (especially before 2003). The m c i n g  
SecreLarlat of Faparace and Accounts is not aiways in the pKtwe of what has 
$een assessed and determaned to be collected. O W  constramts to rereme 
col!ect~on ~raclu&: - 
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1. Absence of a Statutory Body such as the Board of Internal Revenue to 
coordinate and collect all revenues due to the FCT; 

2. A strong Federal Inland Revenue Board lobby to delayfprevent the 
passage of the bill to allow FCT to collect revenue; 

3. Weak and dependent Private Sector or fragmented informal sector that 
abhors any form of taxation, levies, etc. 

4. Poor incentive scheme for revenue collectors who are consequently 
poorly motivated to collect revue on behalf of an 'uncaring principal'. 

5. Poor infrastructure to cope with the shear size and volume of 
transaction, which leads to delays in reconciliation, possible 'leakages' 
and poor assessment. 

Poor coordination between the Finance and Accounts and the revenue 
generating departments has meant the absence of targets in many revenue 
heads and thus a complete absence of a performance measurement and 
evaluation mechanism. Under these circumstances, much is left to chance 
instead of the managerial competence and capacity of the persons in charge. 

Prospects of Revenue Generation in the FCT 
The major advantage of FCT and also its major prospect for revenue generation 
is ironically its political position as the Federal Capital and Seat of the Central 
(Federal) Government. Th is  makes the city to be influential and thus to  attract 
economic activities and ventures into the FCT. Other prospects are: - 

Government wil\ provide management services for the operation of 
Utako market by 2005. 

Old Wuse W e t  is expected to become a standard urban sates centre 

Existence of standard and profitably operating urban sales centre in 
Utako 

Abuja Markets Marqement Company has been ~ncorpwated as a 
subudiary of AIPZ to undertake the managerrseslt of Utako market 

Equity conmbuted by AIPK on ~muporatlon of the company (&WAC) 
wall be used by the company as start up funds. 
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AlPDC will source for facility managers to run the Internationat 
Conference Centre (ICC) as a profit-making enterprise 

Policy Targets 

Increase FCT IGR by 400+% by 2007 (from the current actual of N1.OO Billion to 
N4.520 Billion) 

Reduce FCT recurrent expenditure (especially overheads costtcharges) by 35% 
by 2007 

Seek to cover at least 20% of recurrent expenditure of the FCT from the IGR by 
2007 

Implement and sustain 40:60 ratio of recurrent to capital expenditure 

Strategies 

Revise tax collection strategies to include Pay As You Earn (PAYE); 

Attempt to computerize and standardize processes of revenue 
collection, reconciliation etc. 

Establish better coordination between Finance and Accounts and the 
revenue generatins organs through periodic meetings 

Revise some chargeslfineslpenalties upward by 200%; 

Monitor bill to National Assembly on establishment of revenue 
mobilization board. 

Educate pubtic on taxation as a toot for effective service delivery 

Eiarn~nateJM~nrmrze leakages in revenue collection and sanct~on 
offenders. 

ReconsldeF h i n q  a private consultant to collect revenue. 

Fun&ng the Revenue Generation Effort 

The 81ii makes gro~asm for the er tabI~shmt of a Fund, wfrrch rha1I be 
a p p ~ ~ e d  towards LIW dascharge of llts functms. 

Tfue sources of Wars fund are: 

92 
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i .  Subvention or budgetary allocation from the Federal Government; 

ii. A l l  monies retained for the purposes of the Board by way of gifts, grants- 
in-aid or testamentary disposition by the Board; and 

iii. Five percent (5%) of the amount collected every month by the FCT IRS. 

iv. Share from sale of Asset 

v. Capital supplementation from Jibi Project 

vi. Proceeds from auction of land and other assets 

vii. Proceeds from AGlS 

The Set-Up Team, which was mandated to "consider for purposes of 
expediency and desirability, the recommendation of a suitable sum as Take-Off 
Grant for the Board" proposed a start-off budget of N193, 292, 029.00 (One 
Hundred and Three Million, Two Hundred and Ninety Two Thousand, Twenty 
Nine Naira only). 
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PART D Institutional Reforms 
Restructuring FCT for Better Service 
Delivery 
Land Administration 
Risht-sizing 
Accountability and Transparency 
Sticking to the Master Plan 
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Chapter 14 
Restructuring FCT For 

Better Service Delivery 

Introduction 
A major reason for the failure of service delivery in Abuja can be traced to the 
structure of the MFCT. The structure of MFCT had made it an administrative 
challenge due to the fact that it is a cross between a Federal Ministry (with 
policy-making responsibilities) and State Government (service delivery 
responsibilities). The existing staffs are civil servants with diverse objectives 
and timelines who have been placed in positions requiring political decision- 
making and implementation. This has made it difficult to coordinate policy 
making and implementation. The current situation has also meant that 
essential services which are better and more efficiently delivered by 
parastatals and private organizations are being handled unsatisfactorily by 
bureaucratic structures, which are too far removed from the problems to 
effectively perform. This problematic structure has led to various institutional 
and structural problems in the MFCT, which have impeded effective service 
delivery to FCT residents. 

The reality of this situation is that new structures more seared to service 
delivery have to emerge. This has led to a scientific audit of staff skills and 
capacity. Those whose skills are suited to  the emerging service oriented 
structures would be retained within the system and provided hi&er 
remuneration and better incentive to forestall the corrupt tendencies of the 
past, while those whose skills are inadequate to match the required service 
delivery level, will be paid their entitlements and assisted to start their own 
businesses. The parameters for this necessary exercise of right sizing will be 
shared with all stakehoL&rs including Labour. 

A Public Complaints Centre 

A regular r e m w  of sennces is necessary to assure quabty. This is only 
ach~evable where avenues of connectaon bebeen servKe pr~vidPn and users 
are created. The Pubiic compiatnt centre would be estabiaskd to play %ch a 
role. The centre would serve as a qu~& cleanraghise, imktng consumers wth 
service dehvery sgtes and address~ng m m  protectnm issues. The PuMic 
cornpiaxnE con* wmld opesate a physical office as well as work tbrou& a 
senes of hotlanes, which would be welt adveutlsed. 

An integrated Approach to Development 

Deveiopment is abmt people, aU aspPctr of whlda an? anterconnected. 
should wre6ore be a lrnk moss dl snwemP~onr, l~here work in one area 
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enhances service delivery in the other. For instance, access to water, good 
roads, electricity and recreational facilities in the rural areas will boost 
agricultural production and market, and encourage teachers to teach in rural 
cammunities. Thus, rural infrastructure would have a positive developmental 
impact on education, agriculture and wealth creation. Respect for the 
ecosystem is a vital part of the integrated response. 

The approach presents two challenges: First is that each service point should 
have a broad understanding of the challenges of development and where 
possible integrate certain concerns, as common concerns across board. E.g. 
gender, HIVIAIDS. As part of the HIVIAIDS response, service delivery sites have 
been tasked to mainstream awareness generation in their programme design 
and also to devote 5% of their recurrent budgets to HIV mitigation, starting 
from 2005. Second, synergy must exist amongst all service delivery sites. This 
has been addressed through the institutionalization of planning, design and 
evaluation processes as well as policy fora where strategies are collectively 
debated. 

Strengthening Primary Data Bank 
A key challenge, which we have had to grapple with in the course of writing 
FEEDS was the absence of adequate data for effective analysis, projection and 
planning. In most cases updated verifiable data, necessary for proper planning 
was lacking, Leaving the process to rely largely on dated analysis or generic 
data describing national situations. This situation occurred principally because 
in the defunct MFCT, data gathering was perceived as an abstract quantity, 
which is the excLusive responsibility and preserve of a few technical hands. The 
process was left  with one central body; the Department of Planning, Research 
and Statistics, charged with the collection and analysis of data. This was 
problematic because a lack of capacity or work tools, in this central agency 
invariably meant the collapse of the data machinery. 

Plans for data collection 
The need for more reliable data has been agreed to by every component of 
polq  in FCT. The adm~nistrat%on recqntses the n d  to devlse a data plan, 
whxh could demystafy data; creabng a new perceptm of data as a key 
piannlng tool and a measure of performance. We have therefore devtsed a 
strategy of decentrails~ng data col~ecectm by malnstreammg it in the Yrorlr of 
every sfmace delavery machinery an taw new admanatratwe structure. The plan 
1s to a~nk oata coliectwn to performance berv-hmarkr in  evev polfcy srte. This 
M.ay, data not only bpromes a atal part of pianning, it a h  forms a kgy 
component of monrtonng, evaluabm andl anaiysis of performance impact and 
projectlms on revenue proflie and wtslrsatm. 

Sn~s means in effect h t  each secretanat, Parastat& or agency (SiOJA) would 
coliect base ime d a a  on their &. Eaoh S/DJA wwld have ba!& infwmat~an 
a~ou t  its audence sua, staff strength, ampact of sts wnnces and s~tulataona2 
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analysis backed by data. E.g. number of private and public schools, teachers, 
quantity of fertilizer and other agro chemicals required for farming in each 
season, laboratory analysis of water, air, soil and related substances, umber of 
health centres, service utilisation rate etc. A central coordinating body and 
database manager, responsible for synergy of data for quality control and 
accessibility will then be set up. 

Policy target 
We plan to have quarterly verifiable data on all aspect of FCT service delivery 
components by 2006 

Strategies of achieving this target include: 

Facilitate a data collection forum which agrees methodology and 
conceptual clarity on data 

Decentralise data collection and identify data focal persons in each 
policy site 

Create a central quality control structure to harness collate and present 
data for our work 

Provide Budget head for data collection from 2005 

Release budgetary and other funds based on data analysis provided by 
each policy site. 

Embed FCT staff into the 2005 national census process to ensure 
detailed representation of data on FCT 

Collaborate with Federal Office of Statistics (FOS) to draw welfare 
indicator data 

Human Resource Development/ Building Institutional Capacity 
A key resource that can create transformative change is human resource. All 
other phyncai and naturat resources depend on the lngenu~ty of human~ty. This 
as why one of the antrcapated out- of the reform is the ruit$vabon of 
qualrtarrve and highly motwated ~nternai and externat public i.e. the staff of 
the FCT Admanastratwn and FCT residents respectwdy. Addrea~ng U~K 
chaiienge begms wcth the qualnty of phyncal tnfristmture and curncuta in our 
xnools, an anme, whach has k e n  dwdt on in an eari~er sectton of the 
aocument. 

In order to support the emergence of mstatwt~om seared towards dwdop~ng 
quality numan ze-esource. an Lntue Mt towards the South of the FCT h a  bsl 
set as]& as ~lae h ~ g k  nnsltutms mes, where pnvate and public m s t i t u l w  
ano gor.ernmnts are encwraged to set up research and L e x n i ~  anstitlatiom 
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The ATV will also be established in the same zone. Staff of the Administration 
will benefit from opportunities and knowledge from elsewhere, including the 
private sector and civil society, especially the academia, both within the 
country and in the Diaspora. Wages commensurate to the market value of the 
input provided will also be paid. 

Policy Target 

Achieve 80% computerization of key processes and activities 
(Accounting, Budgeting, etc.) in the FCTA by 2006 

Open up to  70% of land meant for vocational and technological learning 
by 2007 

Strategies 
To achieve these objectives FCTA intends to implement the following strategies 
over the next 3 years 

Increase funding to education and technological research 

Train and retrain staff on a regular basis in  computing and other relevant 
areas 

Encourage south - south cooperation that lead to transfer of skills 

Funding of the Restructuring Effort 
This effort affects all facets of the FCTA. Funding will therefore come from 
the budgetary allocation of the Agency responsible, in this case, Educatirn, 
Administration and Land Administration- 
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Chapter 15 
Land Administration And 

Reclaiming the Abuja Master Plan 

Twenty-nine years ago precisely on February 4'h, 1976, when the FCT was born, 
there was also adopted a master plan. The Master plan is a scientific 
document, which spells out on long-term basis, city plan and allocation of 
space for every basic infrastructure, bearing in mind human and environmental 
considerations. A distortion of this plan would lead to un-quantifiable ills and 
untold hardship. This is why the el- RufaSi administration is passionate about 
preserving the Abuja Master Plan. 

Enormous human and material resources have been invested to crystallize the 
hopes and visions of the founding fathers in Abuja but these efforts have not 
been without mistakes Largely in the deviation from the master plan and initial 
policy on resettlement. Successive governments have grappled with these 
mistakes, particularly in the areas of enforcing development control standards, 
removing squatter settlements, evolving effective land administration and 
resettlement mechanism and infrastructure development of satellite towns. 

The case of land Administration is particularly instructive. Before AGlS 
embarked on coinputensation of land records, huge volume of unattended 
applications had always been a source of concern to the Ministry, leading to 
high demand and desperation from the public. This desperation f r m  the public 
for plots of land has often led to some unxrupulous elements taking advantage 
of the situation by exploiting applicants. 

The problem of scarcity of W M C ~  plots in the City has also led to speculative 
pnces of plots that usually attract unscrupulous dements to engage in and 
perpetrate forgenes of iand documents for the sole purpose of duping rnemben 
of the public. This s~tuat~on had resulted in the finistry and its Agencies 
losing valuabie records, reports of studies and deslgm made for the 
development of the FCC and FCT. & s d q  revenue generatton and collectton 
are mde dafhcult. Tiae sltuatwn m m e d  fn@tenlnq drmeostom when 
synd~cates of illegal land dealen Iomed a 'parailel bnd o f f a  ar mm~stay' and 
started ssurrq fake title documents until the EFSC smashed the gang Late in 
2003. 

Prospects 

Apart from the establashment of AGIS, 0 t h  galm of the cmputensatrm 
exercrse lnciude b e  c a ~ x a r n ~  of 105,701 qppl~calcam for Statutory Rght of 
Occupancy from td~vaduals and orgamzaums titpat tint? Mmistcy had recetved 
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from 1980 to April 2004. The Ministry had granted 21,420 Rights of Occupancy 
as at April 2004 and all are captured in the new system. Out of these 21,420 
grants, 15,000 were processed and issued Title Deed Plans (TDPs). 

All the TOPS were scanned and over 70,000 Property beacons (PB) coordinates 
were calculated from the Survey data and the TDPs. From the above, over 
11,000 plots were determined and digitised covering the Federal Capital City 
(FCC) Phases I 8 11. All the existing 87 Register books and 22 Access databases 
from the Land Department have been harmonized into the new system. 
Detailed information from available files for approvals of building pLans were 
keyed in, to cover the period from 1980 to April 2004. The street network for 
Phase I of the City as well as those of Utako and part of Jabi District, which 
were named in Phase I1 were also digitised into the CIS. 

The computerized system established in Stagz 1 can give information on landed 
properties, cadastral maps, land records, land use, street network, engineering 
infrastructure, trunk sewer- and water lines. This information came from 
digital maps and databases, from aerial photos and satellite images, 
individually or in combination with their respective sources, offeGng 100% 
coverage of what is available for Phases 1 8 11 FCC with 80-90% accuracy. 

The system can produce a variety of graphic and tabular information products, 
ranging from lists, report and paper maps to vector, raster and database data. 
These information products can be used for decision support in land allocations 
and all kinds of la id  related matters like detectinp, documenting and resolving 
cases of multiole allocations of olots. encroachments on corridors of roads, 
water- and sewer trunk Lines as &ll ailand use mismatches 

Policy Targets 

Reduce the time required to process title documents in the FCT to within 90 
days by 2007; 

Elminate cases of multiple titles to land and of building without permits by 
2005, 

Capture ali land records digitally by 2005 

Re-certify 60% of oid Certificates of occupancy by 2006 

Eimaraate multiple aliocatrons of plots by 2006 

Strategies 

Prxure d1gafEll storage eqw~pments, 

Document all land records an0 keep dlg~tal maps of FCT 

100 
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Develop media strategy on the need for re-certification 

Produce and issue new land transaction forms 

Develop a website 

Funding Land Administration in  FCT Land Administration, particularly with 
the creation of AGIS, is self-sustaining. AGIS generates its own internal 
revenue and is allowed to finance i t s  recurrent activities there from. Other 
capital expenditure, such as the procurement of digital storage equipment are 
provided for through budgetary allocation. 

Reclaiming the Abuja Master Plan 
The sensitive nature of the attendant consequence of deviations from the 
Master Plan, such as new informal settlements, unplanned market expansion, 
and street trading, previous Administrations merely paid lip service rather than 
display sufficient political will to address the issues or protecting and sticking 
to the master plan head-on. This approach further worsened the situation 
leaving the present administration to inherit a near collapsed city 
administration, arrested infrastructure deveiopment and maintenance, 
sprawling squatter settlements and weak development control standards. The 
present FCT administration found the political will against popular opinion 
began an enforcement of compliance with the Abuja master plan. 

The challenge 

This dedication and doggedness has yielded astounding results. Markets have 
been cleared and made safe, parks and geen areas have been re-claimed, 
squatter settiements are rapidly disappearing, our environment are cleaner 
with garbage better managed, faster infrastructure development and 
management are emersing and real satdlite towns begin to dot the horizon. 

Tdae Adminlstrataon recogrse that there is a need for an effectwe 
cmmuntcatron Wategy that wilt among 0 t h  thmgs# serve the foltmng 
purposes: 

Change the perceptm of the rnajonty of rendents on thf? ptlrpose of the 
Qemolltaon 

Totallv shiinge the debanot~on of demolibon to a more msWct rve  and 
poslirve way that wouad evoke a f&mg of expectataon and satisfactm 
on h e  pard of i.be people. 
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Better understand the administration's policies and comply with little or 
no sense of apprehension. 

Motivate residents to be involved in the entire process and possibly allow 
them to do the demolition, as was the case in some parts Kubwa. 

Share our plans on viable alternatives with the external public 

Evolve a more proactive development control department 

Prospects 
The department solely responsible for the enforcement of the master plan is 
the Development Control Department (DCD). The department should be 
strengthened to adequately police the FCT, to ensure that nobody commences 
construction of temporary or permanent structures in any part of the FCT 
without recourse to the department. To achieve this, we would need to realise 
quickly, MM's advice on the need for environmental inspectors. 

Policy Targets 

Achieve 80% conformity to the Master PLan by 2007 

Strategies 

Remwe 60% of illegal settlementslstnrctures within the FCC by 2006 

Redaim 70% of land intended for public park, schools etc. by 2007 

Strengthen DCD through designation of environmental inspectors to 
prevent new settlements 

Evolve a communication strategy that would enlighten, motivate and 
inform the general pubiic on the enforcement of the master plan- 
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Chapter 16 
Right-sizing 

Introduction 

As part of the institutional restructuring process, there has been need for 
reduction in the work force of the Administration. This i s  informed by the 
desire to match competencies, pay motivational wage and also save resources 
for commitment to the social sector - education, health, security - and 
provision of basic infrastructure such as roads and water. Government is 
persuaded that economic and technological development is best achieved by 
the collective and specialized efforts of free individuals in a democratic setting 
rather than by government interference and meddling. 

Government actually began implementing this policy in August 2004 when 260 
staffs cutting across various cadres from middle management to directorate 
were retired. The basis for that decision and of the right-sizing policy is the 
current 'staff mix', which puts the supporting staff (administrationlfinance) 
disproportionately higher than the service delivery (technical/professional) 
staff in  a ratio above 60:40. 

Another problem is that the overwhelming majority of these supporting staffs, 
which constitute nearly 70% of total number of staffs in the FCT, are junior 
staff on GLOl - 06 with little requisite qualification and competence. Most of 
these people are not trainable and have reached the bar on their level. 

However, Government strongty believes that to provide open and accountable 
services, there is need for persons with requisite qualifications in the right 
places so that service delivery wilt be guaranteed and sustainable. The goal of 
government is to achieve a right size for the work that needs to be done. This 
means matchlng skills and competencies to the meet the required needs of 
ensuring effective service delivery so Government in fact remains an employer. 

The policy of the repos~t~oned FCT Adminlstratmn is to employ m e  capaMe 
hands, especmily young Nagmans wath the requlsjte technical dolls and the 
p~tentaal to grow. These staff will be better remunerated wth competitive 
wages and good conc3rt~)ns of m c e .  Staff who would have to leave the 
ernpioy oi ttae FCTA muid be encouraged to seek support from the Abuja 
mterpnse agency in the same way as other NI-. AEA wwtd M p  them 
with busmess advxe, workpace and credit. 

bvhile certam swv~ces such as ciemtmg, iaundry aunl htchen m c e s  in the 
nospltals and the offxes wwld be r ; rancesad out to mate  sectors such 
oiganlsatlons Lhat would he glrven bbe net of operatm would be e m a g e d  
LO employ pa% staff of the Adnmssmlaon who may have k e n  rendwd 
reounaarnz as a result of L h e  chaw am pdw. Thawfare governmeat rduc~ng  
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i t s  size is not intended to cause trauma to affected persons. Such individuals 
would be supported to find alternative employment within the private sector 
arrangements or informal sector through the SME scheme. 

Constraints t o  Right-sizing in the FCT 
The major constraints facing the right-sizing policy of the FCT may be said to 
include the following: - 

Lack of funds to pay/settle the affected persons 

Inadequate preparations for those to be affected on how to live happily 
in retirement and or self-employment 

Public scepticism on the real purpose and sponsors of right-sizing, which 
many think is another word for retrenchment 

Prospects of Right-sizing in  the FCT 
The credibility profile of the current FCT Administration and the transparent 
manner in which the program is intended to be implemented provide a 
'countervailing power' to check public scepticism against the program. Indeed 
various meeting held with Union Leaders on the issue have generated more 
support for the program than scepticism. Other prospects include: - 

The commitment of the FCT Administration to find the funds needed to 
carryout the program 

Existence of many NGOs and Development Partners who are willing to 
assist people on how to manage the transition from employment to 
retirement and or self-employment 

Rising acceptability of the policy among staff providing it remains 
transparent and prompt payment are made a t  the point of retirement 

Policy Targets 

Complete the right-sizzng exercise by 2W)S 

Acraaeve 100% settiment of entitlements (pension, gratuity etc.) to staff 
affected by right-sizang at the polnt of d i ~ q a $ x x x t  

Enwre that a t  least 60% of staff affected by the right-s~z~ng ftnd altematrpre 
employment w t h ~ n  one year of Leavang of6ce. 

Strategies 
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Develop and implement an open and transparent system with well Laid- 
out criteria 

Arrange to pay/settle all entitlements promptly preferably at the point 
of effecting retirement 

Sustain the current regular and prompt payment of pension to 
beneficiaries 

Carryout a pre-retirement training for all FCTA staff 

Devise new identity card system for staff 

Retrain and re-deploy remaining staff 

Provide opportunity for staff leaving employment to benefit from AEA 

Funding the Right-sizing Effort in FCT 
It is envisaged that the World Bank and some Devetopment Partners will 
provide technical support and funding for this effort. Support is also expected 
from the Federal Government since it is the key promoter of the reform policy 
that makes right-sizing a focal point in the reform exercise. 
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Chapter 1 7 
Accountability and Transparency 

Introduction 
As earlier explained, one of the reasons why the defunct MFCT was designated 
a NEEDS pilot ministry was because of the endemic nature of corruption 
especially in land allocation and revenue misappropriation generally. Certain 
steps were taken to redress this. These include recertification of land owned in 
FCT, concessioning of sanitation services to private sector, partnership with the 
Convention on Business Integrity (CBi) and use of lnformation Communication 
TechnoLogy ((ICT). Others are advertisement for tenders, funds allocation -- . . 
meetings, in-house Due Process Committees. The ~dmin~stration wishes to 
focus on the following to strengthen its ongoing effort on Accountability and 
Transparency. 

1. A partnership with the Convention on Business Integrity (CBi): CBI an 
anti corruption civil society organization, is committed to zero tolerance 
for corruption. It intends to achieve this by helping provide alternatives 
to corruption as a means of income. The Administration's goal in 
partnering with CBi is to heighten the commitment of staff to avoid 
unethical practices, through trainings and other growth opportunities. It 
is also hoped that the Administration's anti corruption stance would be 
institutionalized and publicized leading to a possible multiplier effect in 
other agencies. Under the CBi partnership, all private sector partners of 
the Administration with business value of more than N50 million, will be 
required to sign up to the CBi. 

2. ICT and e - sovernment solutions: The objective is to use Information 
Communication Technology (KT) to foster rapid and better 
reorganisation of senrices, and to build a database of basic operatioral 
records, to create transparency and access to equal opptunit ies for 
all. This spans human resource size and typology, bitting and accounting 
systems to land Administration. A tot of data kept manualty in pow 
storage facilittes and conditions have resulted into falsification, missing, 
pilfering, doctoring, and mutilation or in a lot  of cases totally destroylnq 
these valuabie records. 

3. 5 t ~ f f  ~ u d i t :  iraitaal records in 2003 showed that the M C T  had 25.000 
staff. After a process of mputer  genwated nomsnal record keeping 
was an&oducerd, about 40W #mst workers w e  d~scmered~. At  
present, a m e  secure system of staff records i s  kept through 
cornputenzatm. The records show yean of smce, current tocatson 
withan tne system and thurnbpnntr of such staff. lrrue more new fad 
proof ident~ky brrds. 
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4. Strengthening the Audit Department: The work of the audit department 
is very crucial in guarding the guardian. Independence of the audit 
department shall be guaranteed through adequate funding and structural 
reform to guarantee access to relevant documents and timely 
completion and release of audit of financial statements. Each policy site 
would also be mandated to respond promptly to audit enquires. 

Prospects 
Id card issues with the integration of ICT in all areas of work, we envision that 
increased access to authentic data for planning, and data for public 
consumption can be guaranteed. Such information as application forms, the 
costs of services, customer database, budget performance, staff strength etc, 
would be available through the Internet on a dedicated web site. This would 
enhance transparency and service delivery. 

It also envisioned that regular budget reviews should be the norm. This is an 
important capacity in determining budget performance and identifying any 
existing constraints. 

Another parameter of transparency and accountability is the pace of 
administrative work and transactions. In the old dispensation, the pace was 
slow allowing room for corruption as public servants across all categories seized 
the opportunity of transactions having financial benefits, to  extort money from 
beneficiaries. Files requiring administrative and accounting responses are used 
as bargaining chips, when they are deliberately delayed on the desks of officers 
responsible for taking action. Interested parties are then compelled to  part 
with money so that action could be expedited. 

Policy Targets 

Meet the International benchmark in the budget preparation process in 
2005 against the 2006 Budget; 

institute e - governance by 2 W ;  

Audit andl puMish Government's Annual Financmt AEcounts as required 
by law by 2006 

Strategies 

Launch the FST websate 

Put banc transaclm dwumentr such as b d  appfkatson, sale of housing 
form on the web site 
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Publish budget review on the web site 

Sanction officers who keep transaction documents Longer than 1 week in 
the course of their work 

Publish budget documents 

Funding Accountability and Transparency 
Transparency and accountability are another of our cross- cutting issues. 
Therefore funding for it is not contained in one source. It can be found under 
staff training which is a recurrent cost for each policy site, in the IT budget as 
well as communication budget which is contained under the special budget of 
the FCT 2005 budget. Donor organisations have also indicated interest in 
supporting our work in budget review. 
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PART E Sustainability Strategies 
Implementing FEEDS 
Funding FEEDS 
The PPP Initiative 
Institutional Stakeholder Ownership 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
Risk Mitigation 
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Chapter 1 8 
Implementing FEEDS 

Introduction 
Experience has shown that though the quality of a policy document is 
important, what is of even more critical importance is how such a policy 
document wi l l  be translated into sustained action. We have therefore 
articulated sustainability strategies, which represent contextual issues, 
identified as pre conditions for the attainment and sustenance of stated policy 
targets. The strategies are interconnected institutional issues, informed by the 
ongoing reform at the MFCT, which have to permeate the process of designing 
policy tarsets, impternentation and evaluation. These are: 

4 lmplementing FEEDS 

4 Funding FEEDS 

4 Budget transparency and discipline 

4 Public Private Partierships 

4 Human resource development/ Building Institutional capacity 

4 Institutionalisins dialogue and debates 

4 Pilots case studies 

+ Action plan for Monitoring and evaluation 

6.1 Implementing FEEDS 

The ongoing reforms encompass the core functions and processes of the 
Ministry. This includes the review of the size, structure, organization and 
functions of the MCT and Parastatak. In order to  ensure institutional support 
for FEEDS. 5 secretariats and 5 pa~astatak have been Mineated as 
implementing agencies of the policy thrust. Others are key departments under 
the FCDA and units an the office of the Minister. They are represented in the 
organogcam below. 

F~gure 2: lmpiementrng AQencies for FEEM 
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. . .  . .  
IT unit 
FEEDS/ 

Budget Unit, Audit, PPP i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 

U&RP, Dev. Control, Finance, 
R& C, Maintenance, Public 

Build, Pensions, admin. Legal 
.~ . , . .  . 

, % ,  . . , .  . 

Area Councils : 

, . .  

Synergy with Area council 
Durang consultations some of the concerns of the participants were 
anchored on the need to synergise policy action between the FCT 
Adrnlnis'~atm and the Area Councils because both arms of government 
were regarded as facii~tators of development. Ntbough avenws already 
exlst for coopwatton and collaboratton through chaiogue fora, we believe 
that an order to have a credrble LEEDS as a spiral effect of the mM, the 
process of coilaboratmn needs to be tightened througb the fdollmng steps: 

1. Cceatm of a f w m  to agree work plan mth Area Councils. This fontm 
would also fac8iabate the matdimg of resources to policy steps as wdl as 
the asrlgtaabon of irerpons~batrties. 

2. ~dent~fy and match cowntermk redelrant palacy ofhcers between FCTA 
and Area Ceunc~ls ~Wuctures. cg. health 9eCbeWy and counterpart an 
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Area councils. This step i s  relevant so as to prevent the duplication of 
actions. 

3. Develop monitoring matrix. Both arms of government would agree what, 
who and when to monitor as well as next steps in reviewing findings. 

4. Monthly review meetings would serve as fora for the sharing and 
collation of monitoring and evaluation findings. 

5. Joint FCTA and Area Council people's forum would be held quarterly. 
This provides opportunity for feedback as well as a verifiable index of 
synergy between the two tiers of service provision. 

The Role of the National Assembly (NASS) 
The success of the FCT Administration depends to a large extent on the 
oversight functions of the NASS. The NASS make laws for the FCT and also 
approves appropriations. The FCT committees of both chambers of NASS 
therefore have a critical role to play in ensuring budget performance and 
service delivery to residents of the FCT. 

Speak more to their constitutional role - have a synergy of efforts 

In order to ensure a symbiotic working relationship, the Administration has 
designed a monthly forum to intimate NASS with reports and briefs on policy 
implementation. 
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Chapter 19 
Funding FEEDS 

Introduction 
A multiplicity of sources shall be sought for the funding of FEEDS. The 
traditionally available sources are the FCT statutory budgets as well as its 1% 
share of federal allocation. However, the size and nature of challenges 
presented by service delivery in FCT demand some creativity beyond budget 
sources. Hence as espoused in other sections of the document, we intend to 
strengthen Internally Generated Revenue and also encourage public - private 
cooperation. Another source of funding is donor support. The donor community 
has expressed ample interest in our social development initiatives as well as 
efforts to ensure budget transparency and discipline. 

The 2005 budget is the fulcrum of FEEDS. As such resources have been 
allocated to reflect our framework of achieving the MDGs. Table 2 below shows 
sector allocations by percentage of the budget over the next 3 years. With the 
exception of 2005, please note that projections for other years are flexible, 
subject to further review through consultation with our stakeholders and an 
increase in revenue. 

Table 2: Sectors and percentage budget allocation for 2005 

Donor Support 
Development partners and fmdlng asennes have supported the work of the 
FCT aammlstratm m vanolls way;. it is m s t m e d  that support from these 
sources would be sustamed in the few years to m e .  
Beiovv is a proflie of sdpprwt wosr U3(a4 - K)06 f m  donor Comnnun~dy in 
FCT 
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Budget Transparency and Discipline 

For the EEDS document to be achievable as a development strategy* we must 
match resources to polrcy targets and atso ensure that resources are spent as 
assigned. Budget discipline and transparency begin with a mll to spend wthin 
revenue Limits, and a dixiowre of how resources have been appropriately 
matched to stated pnonties. In making budget 2005 for t r i s ~ e ,  deficit has 
been reduced to tess than NZb. In a sjrnilar vein, resource allocation for 2005 
has been mformed by the quant~ty of work that is required in each area to 
attan a ievel w h ~ h  can guarantee effectwe sew- del~ery and the wdl being 
of c~t~zens as expressed during %.he vanous processes of cons~lltat~~s wth 
oaffereaat soclai categwles. 

ln order to ensure budget dss3plme, a Budget hrLcPnng Unit has been 
estaoilshed an the ofdace of the &nasW. The budget wit woukd ensure eardy 
preparation and $assernanatson budget  informaturn. I t  wuld WI% in 
conjsinction ~ 8 t h  fl-e and acc~mts deparLment of the FCOJl and that of 
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other policy sites. The office would also carry out budget Review. Past budget 
performance will be assessed to determine the direction of spending in relation 
to appropriations, the nature of extra budgetary spending and link between 
recurrent and capital expenditure. A coherent fiscal strategy, which would also 
match expenditure to revenue, would be worked out in conjunction with 
relevant departments 

Policy Targets 

Ensure at least 70% budget performance from 2005 

Ensure draft budgets are prepared by 3rd quarter of every year 

Make budget information available to all residents from 2005 

Strategies 

issue budget circulars by 3rd quarter of the year 

Develop matrixes to ensure that budget heads are strictly adhered to, 

Monitor the reports of service delivery sites to ensure that resources are 
judiciously applied, 

Liase with the project monitoring office on due process certification 
procedures 

Publish the budget performance data for public consumption. 
Prepare profiles of IGR, ioans and grants for planning and analytical 
PUrpo=S. 

Liase with National Planning Commission (NPC) on reviewed NEEDS 
benchmarks. 

Provde adequate information for the use of the audit deptrtment 

Ltase wth the IT unit to share wKh ~nformation through a tist senre ar 
wdl as the Internet. 

dark out a tametabte and collate input for annual budget preparahm 

Adv~ce further release of fun& strictly on adherence to stated actam 
plan. 

Cause budget d m e n t s  to be pubhsbed and cuwtated wMy. 
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Chapter 26 
The PPP Initiative 

Introduction 
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) are collaborations between governmental 
and private sector organisation with proven ability to invest in public services. 
Both government and the private sector share responsibilities of making 
services and opportunities more available to the populace. This is contrary to 
the widely held notion that PPPs mean privatization, or government abdicating 
its responsibilities to a private sector that is not matured enough to take the 
burden. 

PPPs do not always cor~note financial resources; they could take the form of 
technical expertise. PPPs are relevant because the task of development 
requires ample resources which burden cannot be borne by government alone. 
The reality is that resources are scarce and we thus have to look to a 
multiplicity of sources for support. PPPs also provide an avenue for 
sustainability; by having external stakeholders invest in government, a safety 
net is created for the sustenance of reform initiatives. The FCTA is canvassing 
PPPs in the following areas: 

Construction of mass housing and Low income housing 

Solid waste collection and disposal 

Management of mini abattoirs, orchards and fishery facilities 

Buitding of markets 

Building of multi - storey car parks 

Building of bus stops and terminal 

Out door Advertisement 

A ?PP dnlt ram been established in ttae office of the thnister. The main 
objective of which i s  to ident~fy, assess and lwerag? pnvate sector technical 
and f ~nancaal resources for government's deveiapmental projects. The PPP unit 
cons~sb of representatives of dlfderent parastatadr and seuretanats whose 
manoate could benefit from PPP. 

Policy Targets 
Ensure rapd andustraalmt~on ad ec,onmjc g ~ d  of the Fff by ZODb 
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Facilitate Infrastructure Development Bonds for all FCT capital projects by 
2005 

Invest in an Infrastructure Finance Company (NINCAIINCA) in conjunction with 
other local and foreign investors by 2006 

Strategies 
Develop funding plans in concert with the private sector with government as 
the facilitator 

AlPDC to participate by providing land and other infrastructure for estate 
development 

AlPDC will source for facility managers to  run the Eagle Square and ICC as a 
profit-making enterprise 

Procure the services of competent banks to act as a joint issuing house to bond 
offers where applicable 

AlPDC to carly out capacity assessment of both solicited and unsolicited PPP 
proposals 

Work out FCT administration's PPP commitments and set asick accordingly 

Facilitate Private sector investments through SChwiIe~ such as ROT, BOOT, 
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Chapter 21 
Institutional Stakeholder Ownership 

Introduction 
We recognize that the first step to achieving the goals of FEEDS is to ensure 
that concerned stakeholders and local beneficiaries are integrated as 'co- 
managers' and 'owners' of the various initiatives. We intend to identify 
stakeholder categories that would be involved in the process of planning, 
design and implementation as well as evaluation of public policy. This will be 
achieved through the creation of avenues for dialogue, which are regular; issue 
oriented and have clear outcomes where each service delivery point would be 
charged with the responsibility of adequate consultation with key stakeholders. 
STDA for instance i s  planning the satellite towns in conjunction with the needs 
of local communities as voiced and agreed to by a collective of stakeholder 
categories which include women, youth, farmers, artisans etc. 

Value for Money initiatives 
The importance of citizen participation in budget making has been amply 
emphasized. The Administration intends to ensure that greater public input i s  
made into subsequent budgets. Quarterly fora for the dissemination of budget 
performance assessments would be anchored 

Community ko re  Curd: The Education Secretariat i s  initiating a community 
school management committee aimed at ensuring involvement of parents, 
teachers and communities in monitoring the trend of expenditure and assessing 
the impxt  of resources provided. The management committee i s  a permanent 
structure, and the donor community has expressed an interest in supporting the 
initiative. 

A Ministerial Labour dialogue committee has also been created. This includes all 
trade and professional unions with members in the FCT Administration, and Lhe 
members of the FCDA Executive Committee and heads of key departments. 
Other initiatives are Water Board's waste- not-want-not campaign and STDA's 
pianning with the people project. Additional areas that couid be explored in 
this regard a h  include: - 

FEEDS interface meeting qwrtedy to review perfwmance 

Feedback sesnon per year 
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Chapter 22 
Monitoring and Evaluation 

Introduction 
A forum shall be created for feedback on the performance of resources as 
matched to outputs. In order to ensure ease of monitoring, each service 
delivery site with policy targets, strategies and measurable outcomes has 
produced a detailed FEEDS plan of action. 

Also included in the plan are detailed assignments of human resources as well 
as time frames. The action plan will serve as a monitoring tool for the Budget 
Monitoring Unit. Further release of funds shall depend on strict adherence to 
stated action plan. 

In terms of measuring the impact of our work, evaluators would be looking to 
answer questions such as: 

What is happening to  child mortality rate? 

What is the level for access to water supply? 

What are the state of Medicai iacit i t ia and se~ces?  

How has School enrolment improved? 

This administration would be scored on this basis 

Evaluate financial performance to determine whether it is according to plan 

Input - output indicators 

O u t c m  and impact indictors strategy for M EtE - how do we measure 
performance what kind of feedback for area councils; this should be tied o the 
accountability proces 

Peer revrew mechamsm - mrd term 

%ore card to fac~htate a revrew mechanism 

heed to st7engthen base line mformatm - number of street children, complete 
picture of health status - nunaber of dm?cr both pwbiic and private. 
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Internal score card mechanism 
In an innovative move to ensure respoiijibility and accountability i:: hose, the 
heads of each Secretariat, Agencies and departments, will sign a performance 
bond, based on which their work will be reviewed each year. The office of the 
Minister in turn will be responsibie for providing all necessary economic and 
political capital to facilitate quality output in the service delivery sites 
including facilitating the development of-relevant laws and guidelines for 
effective ~erformance. Each service d e l i v e ~  site will be res~onsible for 
building a database for its work in conjunction with appropriate agencies. 

Feedback Platforms 

The FCT has 6 area councils whose ieadership comprises elected 
representatives. The Area councils are equivalent to the third tier of 
government as obtained in the States. They have agencies that are integral to 
the implementation of the Master Plan and for the overall development of the 
territory and its residents. In recognition of this unique location, the Minister 
regularly embarks on a meet- the- people tour of Area Councils during which 
government polices is explained to residents. 

The monthly funds allocation meetings are another veritabte platform where 
policies are harnessed and matched to  resources jointly with all area council 
chairpersons. This relationship will be sustained and strengthened towards 
addressinp recurring chalienges of the environment, poverty, and human 
services delivery at  the grass roots. Area Councils will be supported to  develop 
FEEDS benchmarks by adopting a spiral into Local Economic Empowerment and 
Development Strategy (LEEDS), which inc~udes designation of FEEDS focal 
persons in each area council. 

rmm 

+ 
.'/ 

. . . .. 
MONITORING / 
LOOP 
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Each senrice delivery site is charged with developing veritable framework for 
monitoring, evaluation, regulation and supenision of implementation of 
government policies and of inte&ntion activities.. The framework 
would articulate a monitoring and evaluation scheme for implementing 
agencies, which will address the following: 

Vulnerability analysis 

Budget performance 

Des~gn of the People's Forum 

Follow - up on outcomes 

T~mesable for technical assistarace in Qvdcrping benchmarOrr for 
monltonng FEE% 

a Three-year estrmates of projected r w w  from income earning @icy 
Slber. 

a ~ r k  out paramten for rtght aaq 

121 
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Chapter 23 
Risk Mitigation 

Introduction 
It i s  envisioned that an analysis of this nature will help us identify challenges 
and a possible plan of action to minimize their negative impact; hence a 
mitigation of risks may be achieved. For instance, the factors to guarantee the 
success or otherwise of FEEDS can be deduced from the analyses of 
sustainability factors. It can be assumed that a successful implementation of 
the FEEDS can be achieved i f  we had adequate financial and human resources. 
Its success is also premised on budget discipline and the interest of the public 
especially the private sector and civil society in ensuring accountability and 
transparency in governance. It is important that the appropriation bil l  is passed 
in a timely manner and projects are concluded within budget years or carried 
over and completed before new ones are embarked upon. Availability of data 
for the assessment and review of targets and strategies is a huge necessity in 
ensuring the success of FEEDS. 

It must also be assumed that policy is continuous. A change of Administration 
may mean a reversal or change of policy plan. A sustained cordial relation 
between the Administration and the Area Councils and the National Assembly is 
very central to enhancement of service delivery. To make a point-blank point 
- what happens the day after Malam NaK el-Rufa'i? Can we reasonably expect 
the next person to 'own' the FEEDS document or for the existing Administrative 
structure and system to remain as support base for its implementation? 

While it may not be reasonable to answer the first second question in the 
affirmative, one contingent approach would be to strengthen existing systems 
and processes to make them 'FEEDS compliant'. It is envisaged, for exampte, 
that the structure recommended here for the implementation of FEEDS will be 
quickly put in place. Mew approaches such as the zero-based costing, sector 
working group and wide consultation be also quickly made to become the 
culture jn FCTA. 

Capactty buildang and general reonentabon of staff also becomes imperatwe at 
tn is  srage to embed the st~lk, patmerase and culture of the new initiative. 
Speclbrcaily, senmr persons in & FCTd wilt need to be well grounded in Ule 
twagetay process and should partacipate folly and gut& as w d l  as guard it 
from uninformed perr,m & r q  to b n k  wth or peopardrze it. 

Anomer major posnbllrty is budget at - tdae Natwnail Aaenably may not 
approve the bcaget est3mates for the F a  To m8tlgat.e this nsk, it is necersary 
to pursue and obtarn antcmal ebfacrency through cost sawanq measures, seekurng 
synergy and snarl% resources whe,never and wherever posnbie. Some areas 
prprov,de ready example where this could be &rev& DPIerhead CQN - use of 
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stationary, fuel consumption, telephone charges and travels are such 
candidates for reforms and where savings could be made. 

Another obvious method is of course to seek to increase IGR. There are many 
revenue heads that are currently generating zero revenue and others that could 
generate more. When the BIR comes into operation, it will be necessary to set 
and agree on revenue targets and to tie reward (bonus) to performance. There 
may also be the need to appoint a Special Assistant to liase between the FCTA 
and the National Assembly to establish common ground and minimize the 
chances of the Assembly cutting the FCTA budgetary allocations. 

But perhaps this is the time to seek autonomy from the Federal Government - 
to seek to become a mayoralty. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix One 
Activity Planning and 

Medium Term Expenditure Framework 
For Various Secretariats, Departments and Agencies 

The Appendix contains some details of the main activities expected to be 
carried out under each policy area. Details of timeframe and further details 
relating to tasks and jobs would still have to be worked out by the respective 
Secretariats, Agencies and Parastatals. For exampte, Education Secretariat 
would work out details of priorities, sequencing of events and activities as to 
which projects and programs to be carried out within each period. For 
example, under construction, the Secretariat would determine which 
classrooms of Primary and Secondary Schools and in what proportion, as well as 
the number of staff houses etc and in which xhools to be completed in 2005 
and in subsequent years. Additional details on work plan could also be worked 
out in each area. For example, details of the furniture - design and 
specification, approvals, due process procedure, communication with affected 
schools and person etc - would be worked out for at least the first year - 2005. 

Activity Planning - Education 
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1 

.I 
1 
i 
i 

i 
I 
1 
? 

Activity Planning - Health Sector 
From the strategies listed above, it could be seen that the main activities of 
the Health Secretariat are: - 

6' 

19,310' 

8,731.358 

19,860 

14,278,245 

32,593,298 
11,593,298 

22,340 

7,446,142 

-,-a A n  7c.0 

11,255,146 

-do- 

-do- 

Improved 
enroiment 

Improved 
teacher 
attendance 
rate 

General 

Community 
Participation 

Persofinel 
Emoluments 

Others 

Total 

Three Years Grand 
Total 

DeficitlSurplus 

25,787 

5,962,284 

80,350 

7,059,907 

BY 
2005 

BY 
2005 

BY 
2005 



Activity Planning - HIV/AIM # {  
From the strategies listed above, it could be seen that the main activities of i 

the Heaith Secretanat as it affects HlVAlM are: - 11 
'1 
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Availability Provision of Central St By 2006 
i 
B 

300 

- 

2,100 

111 
a 
I 
6 

3,016 $ 
3 

9,087 
(1,671) 

100 

4 

2, 100 

25 

104 

2,968 

Facilities 

Hiring additional Medic 
Personnel 

Staff Training and Emolu~ 

Logistics (Emergency 
and ambulances) - 

Others (Collaboration, 
Partnership, 
Dedication) 

Total 

Grand Total for Three 
Years 

DificitlSurplus 

of essential 
Drugs 
Personnel 
Head count 

Improved 
service 
delivery 
-do- 

Increased 
donor 
funds etc 

By 2005 

Continuous 

By 2006 

Continuous 

9 

2, 060 

25 

154 

3,103 
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Activity Planning - Water Resources 
From the strategies listed above, the major activities of the Water Board and 
their associated cost could be identified as folkom: - i; 

, 

; Treatment 

30 

40 

20 

5 

395 

1,500 
NIL 

Expansion of VCCR 
Centres to Area 
Councils 

Sustain current 
campaign to contain 
HIVIAIDS spread 

Provide free therapy to 
prevent mother to 
baby infection 

Provide training 

Collaboration with 
relevant agencies and 
departments. 

Total 
Grand Total for Three 

Years 
DeficitISurplus 

Availabitity 

Reduction in 
infection 
rate 

Minimization 
or 
elimination 
of transfer 
Reduction in 
infection 
rate 
Multi 
sectoral 
approach 

By 2005 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Continuous 

i 00 

30 

35 

20 

5 

690 

50 

30 

35 

20 

5 

41 5 
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Activity Planning - Environment ProWctbn 
The a k ~ e  strategies could be streamlined and costed as follows: - 

60 

500 

200 

250 

200 

35 

15,125 

I I 

j LriaMish lnrjnerauvr ' BY 2D% / h i t  cow=tt ! AWB i 
I 

250 
I on iocatian i I 

I Auto Pound for Scraps I I 
, h$e:a! !By20126 ! - 

geological Survey 

Providing 120 hand 
I pumps in rural areas 

Provision of spare parts 
and consumables 

Maintenance 

I Staff Training and 
i Emoluments 
i 
I Partnership and 
, Collaboration 

Others (harmonization 
and legislation) 

Total 
Three Years Grand 

Total 
DeficitISurplus 

I I I 
I 

I I When I , Achvrty 1 I 
I ! 
f I 1 

ground 
water 
Unit count 
on location 

No 
disruption in 
water supply 
-do- 

Improved 
quality of 
service 

Prevalence 
of Private 
Sector 
Participation 

By 2005 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Continuous 

By 2005 

By 2006 

Resources 0 

-do-, 
Community 

FCT Water 
Board 

-do- 

-do- 

-do-, PPP 
Unit in the 
Minister's 
Office 
Legal Unit, 
FCT Water 
Board 

60 

200 

100 

200 

200 

25 

30,810 

2007 
000,000 

2005 
m,oOo , 

7 1 

2006 
000,000 
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Provide Public Toilets By 2005 Unit count 
on location, 
improved 
public 
hygiene 

Traffic Lights By 2005 Improved 
traffic flow 

Parking Spaces and Bus By 2006 
Stops 

Reclaim Jabi Lake By 2007 

Facilities for rubbish By 2005 

1 r::,",": Public Continuous 
Enlightenment 

1 Staff Training and 

i Emolument I 
I 

; Others (Legislat~on. 
' Collaboration) 
I 

I I 1 By2006 1 
! , 

I 
1 

Total 
Three Years Grand I 

I Total 
I Def~cat/Surplus 
1 

lmproved 
income on 
tourism 
lmproved 
sanitation 

-do-, 
improved 
public 
cooperation 

lmproved 
service 
delivery 

lmproved 
IGR 

Acrgv~ty Ptann~ng - Security in F f f  
The sLraleg?es adent l fd  abwe are a h  the key acdanhes t~ be u r n k e n .  
nowever, furthw detaak ar@ be W k e d  out ,by the rdevant units in 



? 
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collaboration with the police and other security agencies. 

officers and men 

communication 

package of police 

Regular patrols 

Three Y e s s  Grand 

Activity Planning - Provision of Housi~g 
i 
! 

j 

i 

Resources 1 I 
I- I i 1 

2007 
000.m -- 

I 

. 

131 

Who 1 
1 

I 
I IWh , ktavrty 

I 
I I 

ZOOS 
000,000 

orpeaed I 
Outcomes I 

1 
2006 

000,ooo 1 
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units from 2005 locaiiun, Area 
improved Councils 
access 

Sustain AGlS Continuous Improved FCDA, 50 50 50 
IGR, AGlS 
transparency, 

Others FCTA 50 50 50 
Total 250 250 250 

Three Year Grand 
Total 750 

DeficitISurplus NIL 

persons in the FCT. 

/ free medical care for 
/ certain categories of 

, centre and the x d  : 
, 1.01 & disaoied 
I 

132 
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Shelter for Battered I Homes 

Pension Scheme 
Provide pension funds 
for all retirees on a 
timely basis 

Activity Planning - Employment Generation 
From the above strategies for the various areas identified under the 
employment generation initiatives, we have developed an action pLan as 
described in the table below: - 

I I with a versatile 
i team 

Support economic 
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institutes that can 

Infrastructure 

campaign to attract 

, Total 
, AEA 
, ATV 
ENERGY 

The problem of allocating reswrces ithe A A I  NZ.BCJiaon, for examljlef to tM 
, a r ,o~~s  strategies m d  actamtoes wti stiii have tn be worked out m r c l ~ r n  ta 

134 
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criteria to be developed and agreed to. 

Activity Planning - Agriculture 
From the strategies listed above it could be concluded that the main activities 
of the Agricultural Sector are: - 
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Activity Planning - STDA 

Road Construction, 
Rehabilitation and 
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i 
Activity Planning - Board of internal Revenue 

Activity Planning - Right-sizing 
The above strategies call for the following action plan in the table Mow: - 



', 
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Activity Planning - Reclaiming the Master Plan 
The activities envisage in the above strategies may be planned as in the table 
below: - 

intended for public 

staff 

-do- 
Conduct pre- 
retirement 
training 

status of 
staff 

By 2005 
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